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A REFLECTION.
COYLE.

The long, bright day is done; dark shadows
creep
Across the wood-crowned hills; the setting sun
Fades in the west; the birds have gone to
sleep.

And homeward now the laughing children run.
The cool west wind is sighing thro' the
pine

A lulling song of wordless mystic love;
The white rose and the blossom on the
vine
Shine thro' the dusk obscure, like stars
above.
The air is filled with perfume, fresh and
sweet,
The laughing brook is singing as It
flows;
The nightingales each other sadly greet,
And over all the lucent moonlight
glows.

How beautiful earth is! And yet we know
All this is but a dijjj reflection given
Of what we cannot dream of here below,
But which, in God's time, we may see
in heaven.

MANLY COURAGE.
Only the other Sunday, in a Boston

daily paper which has myriads of
readers, and goes into thousands of
families whose sons are growing up
to manhood, and standing full face
a paper
with the battle of life,
taken by many who call themselves
Christians, thereappearedan article
Defence of Profanity."
headed,
The paper was one of the great Sunday issues which form the Sunday
reading of so large a class of people,
in our community of professedly advanced education and culture.
Perhaps the article was meant to
be funny." It related how a man,
old, and pious, and who had never
before been heard to swear, suddenly
gave way to that vice for no other
reason than that he had trodden on a
tack! Then, however, the writer
says that "the room grew blue with
profanity." And he proceeds to declare that he himself is young, and
good, but that he can never refrain
from swearing when anything angers
him; it seems to relieve him; and
he has noticed that all men are alike
in this I Finally he asserts, without
giving his authority, that John Bunyan did not think it a sin to swear,
and claims that a great many men
hold the same opinion in spite of all
the catechism teaches us."
With this monstrous assertion,
which casts disgrace upon the paper
which allowed it to appear, let us contrast the teaching of the Catholic
Church in regard to temptation of
any sort whatever. And it may be
well to remark, in the first place, that
a
seems peculiarly
blasphemy
devilish work of cunning. Satan
knows that man's natural instinct is
?
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to call upon God in trouble, and he
parodies that instinct, and tempts
men to take God's name in vain, and
to rage and storm against him with
impotent irreverence, simply to find
relief for their injured feelings. It
is a weak and cowardly thing, as well
as irreverent and evil; and they who
defend and they who practice such a
habitdeserve alike the coward's name.
Catholic teaching is utterly at
variance with this. There is something very grand in the way in which
the thought of struggle, of combat, of
courage, of strength in resisting temptation, runs through her offices and
prayers. Takethe epistle forto-day. It
bids us be strengthenedin the Lord,
and in the might of his power, and to
put on the armorof God, thatwe may be
able to withstand the devil's deceits,
and to stand in all things perfect;
because our warfare is no trifling
thing, but is against principalities and
powers, and against the spirit of
wickedness in high places. And St.
Paul proceeds to describe this needed
armor, the girdle of truth, the shield
of faith, the helmet of salvation, and
'' the sword of the Spirit, which is
the word of God."
The new-born babe, appealing so
pathetically in its utter helplessness to
the tenderest natural instincts, is
marked at once in Baptism, through a
supernatural instinct far more truly
tender, with the sign of the hard,
rough cross, and enrolled among
soldiers before whom lies the sharpest
of conflicts, which death alone will
end. Struggle, penance, warfare,
mortification, these are the lot of a
Christian. Catholics that is, the
faithful recognize a great good, a
special grace, in the proper use or
endurance of pain and combat; they
deem it an honor to tread where their
great Captain went before them ; their
wrestling is not against flesh and
blood on the world's battle-fields
amid roar of cannon and bursting
shells, but againsttemptationin every
form, of any kind, whether to doubt,
or blasphemy, or whatever the crime
may be. This they know, that they
fight for God's honor and glory, with
the hosts of heaven for witnesses;
and, God helping them ! they will not
yield one inch or one iota to the
enemy, be he who he may. "All
things, O Lord! " they exclaim
loyally as in to-day's introit, '' all
things are in thy power, and no one
can resist thy will: thou art Lord
of all."
If they are wounded in the fight,
for all are weak, and He who made
us strong knows best how pitiably we
have undone that first good work of
if ever they fall before the
his,
wily and treacherous foe, the true
Catholic seeks for penance, discloses
his sin, and presses forward with
renewed earnestness to the hard fight
?

?

?

again. Even the women and children their first principles are different
put on Christ's armor, and St. Ger- from ours.
We are led to these remarks by the
trude prays God to impart to her
which
courage
astonishing
language of a recent corfeebler sex that manly
union
at
last
of the Churchman in a
respondent
may bring her to perfect

not demand that we parade the faults
or inconsistencies of those who have
unworthily represented our own
cause; nor is it responsible for the

letter upon "The Roman Catholic
Congress." This man, a Mr. Laird,
criticises the Cardinal's opening
address and the paper of Mr. Gans
upon the relations of the Church to
American institutions, for their lack
of candor and sincerily. His letter
is full of such expressions as evidently misleading," covert design,"
adroit implication ;" and in the end
he regrets that these speakers did not
show the undisguised face and figure of the Church, and boldly justify
her, instead of garbling and false
coloring for the sake of advantage."
But the "garbling and false coloring "
are not apparent, in spite of all this
detractor's attempt to drag them in.
The one sentence of the Cardinal's
which he can fault is this
Happily
for you, children of the Church, you
have nothing to discuss in matters of
faith, for your faith is fixed by the
Divine Legislator," etc. We can
hardly conceive of a simpler statement, or one that would be more
undisputed by Catholics; but Mr.
Laird asserts that it is evidently
misleading;" and even that "it is
hard to think its liability to be widely
misapprehended was undiscerned by
so astute a mind as the Cardinal's; "
and so he can scarcely acquit it of
sly purposes ! " What is his point?
That the words seem to mean what
they cannot truly mean, viz., that
the whole system of Roman doctrine
was explicitly taught by our Lord, or
at least by Scripture. But who said
so? Recent doctrines are a stumbling-block to this critic. He owns it
is a sufficient explanationof them to
identify the voice of Pope or Council with the voice of the Divine Legislator. To be sure ; and this Catholics
and Protestants may be supposed to
know ; so we fail to see the
covert
design" in the Cardinal's language.
He said just what he meant to, just
what he believes and what the Church
teaches on this point; as also on
another point which so troubles his
critic, the implied contrast between
the definiteness of the Roman and
the chaotic state of faith among
Protestants." No one could fairly
sly purpose "
suspect him of any
in what is so plainly implied, and
what, as every one knows, all Catholics believe. So we turn and ask
Mr. Laird where is his own candor
and fairness in meanlyimpugning the
motives of others? To satisfy him,
the Cardinal, if sincere and candid,
ought to have thrown opposition in
the face of his audience, and po have
been guilty of un-Christian discour-

misapprehensions which may arise in
the minds of those who know that
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with him.
With such ideas and training, one
may imagine the horror these souls
feel at any defence of sin, or at any
insult cast on the honor of God their
king. To excuse profanity! to excuse
the weak yielding to one's feelings,
the cowardly outbursts of anger, the
unmanly refusal to endure a little
pain ! Contrast with this a woman's
prayer in that exquisite volumeof the
"Exercises" of St. Gertrude, a
writer whose style the great Dom
Gueranger pronounces superior to St.
Teresa's, and whom St. Teresa herself took as her guide and mistress.
It is a prayerclosely linked in thought
with to-day's epistle, and forms a
magnificent contrast to the evil and
feeble utterances quoted from a secular Sunday paper of oar times.
"O God who art love I" cries St. Gertrude, whose marked devotion to the Holy
Ghost singles her out, like St. Paul, as one
of His special servants, "he who shall be
found ready and courageous in the works of
thy love will be admitted into thy kingly
presence for all eternity. Teach me to put
out my hand to strong things, to attempt in
thee and through thee such exploits as may
prove my fidelity to thee, and to bring them
to a happy issue by putting forth my valor,
and by enduring hardness. Gird on me the
sword of the Holy Spirit; arm me with a
manly courage and an unflinching resolve in
the great struggle, so that I may be solidly
established in thee, and abide invincibly
with thee. O Love, thou queen of queens I
let it ntg be my privilege to swear fealty to
thee in the hallowed chivahy of love."
f

CATHOLIC CANDOR

UNCANDIDLY

TREATED.
What is candor? It is openness,
frankness, as regards ourselves and
our opinions, and a disposition to
treat other people and their opinions
with fairness. The openness lets in
the white light of truth, so that others
may see our real selves. We may
be mistaken in our beliefs or claims ;
but here they are we say; let any
who will, see and judge. As a disposition of fairness, candor does not
require us always to enter into the
presumed objections of opponents;
that would be controversy ; in which,
if engaged in, there should always be
candor; but positive, uncontroversial, even partisan statements are
entirely candid, if fairly made and
?

sincerely believed in. Once more,
candor, aside from controversy, does
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FamSilr cience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN
IN NATURE.
THE GOBLIN ORE.

glass which could be used as an
enamel in pottery manufacture.
From this the art after a time passed
into Holland, where the manufacture
of the blue color attained great proportions. Later the art was re-introduced into Germany, and color mills
increased very rapidly in the neighborhood of the cobalt mines.
But even then no one knew the
nature or composition of the ore, and
it was not till 1733 that a Swedish
chemist obtained from the ore the
pure metal cobalt, and showed that
the blue color is a combination of the
metal with oxygen.
The metal is of a reddish gray
color and though brittle is very hard.
Although more tenacious than iron it
has not as a metal in spite of this
advantage, been put to any practical
use in the arts. Many of the compounds of cobalt, however, are highly
valued for their beautiful and permanent colors, and in this state are
constantly used in the arts. Cobaltblue as a paint is indispensable to
the artist. "Smalt" is a kind of
deep-blue glass which when finally
ground is used extensively as a coloring matter in the manufacture of porcelain and pottery. It also forms
the principal ingredient in the various
blues used in fresco and other painting. Chloride of cobalt (cobalt in
combination with chlorine gas) is
sympathetic
sometimes used as a
"
ink "
is
ink
which
is invisthat an
ible till heated. Altogether this supposed practical joke of the kobolds,
though grevious to the miners, has
not proved unfruitful to man gener-

Cobalt is the name given to one of
the less abundant metals of the earth,
which, though not possessing the
value of either iron or copper, is still
of considerable use in the arts.
When we use the name cobalt we do
not often stop to think of its derivation, nor realize the singular legend
which is connected with its birth.
Cobalt is merely the modernized
form of " kobold " a name anciently
givenby the Germans to the goblins or
gnomes who were supposed to inhabit
mines and other underground places.
Just as the old mythological fancy
peopled the waters with undines, the
air with sylphs and the tire with
salamanders, so the underground
regions became the abode of kobolds.
These beings were believed to be the
spirits presiding over the ores in the
earth, and to them was attributed
great knowledge?? of the method of
mining and working metals. Kobolds
were also sometimes considered as
house spirits whose object it was to
protect the house in which they lived
from harm.
In general they were represented
and by the common people believed
to be goodnatured and kindly in
their relations with mankind. The
only thing for which they were feared
was their liking for jests and practical jokes, from which no one who had ally.
any dealingswith themwas safe. The
word "goblin" in our language is
BW
iotsf isdom.
related to the German kobold and
originally had a similar meaning.
Sele-love is not so vile a sin as
In Scotland these spirits are called
brownies."
self-neglecting. Shakespeare.
The mining districts of Saxony in
Those we call the ancients were
southern Germany are famous for
their stores of mineral wealth, and it really new in everything.
Pascal.
is in these regions that belief in the
There are few people more often
existence and powers of the kobold is
most firmly fixed. The miners be- in the wrong than those who cannot
lieve that these gnomes watch over endure to be thought so.
Rocheconcealed treasure and often reward foucauld.
the human toiler by leading him to
Luck is a fancy name for being
rich stores of silver, copper and lead.
always at our duty, and therefore
We have said that the kobolds are sure to
be ready when the good time
especially fond of practical joking, comes.
and once, so the legend goes, after
There is no surer mark of the
having enriched the miners for some
absence
of the highest moral and
time with valuable ores, the capricious
intellectual
qualities than a cold
spirits suddenly changed the metal
into an ore which when smelted gave reception of excellence.
off a poisonous vapor of arsenic and
He that lends an easy and creduin the end yielded nothing but a redlous
ear to calumny is either a man
dish brown powder.
The supposed worthless ore which of very ill morals or has no more
the miners called lcobald or kobolt, sense and understanding than a child.
Menasdek,
after the name of the sprites who had
He that can define, he that can
worked the mischief, proved ultimately to be of far more value than answer a question so as to admit of
they supposed. About 1540 one no further answer is the best man.
Schurer, a glass-maker of Neudeck, This was a meaning of the story of
collected some of this ore and melted the sphinx. Emerson.
it in his glass furnace. He was
Let us do all we can in our day
greatly surprised to lind that the
and generationin the cause of humanfumes of the metal had imparted to
ity. Never do we approach nearer to
the glass abeautiful blue color. After
our heavenly Father than when we
much experimenting Schurer suc- alleviate the sorrow of others.''
ceeded in making a color of this blue Cardinal Gibbons.
?

?

?

"

THE HORROR OF IT.

get this medicine immediately from
costs but $1, and
it is purely vegetable and harmless.
Owing to its great strengthening and
Only
invigorating powers it is the best
It
medicine possible to take. It is the
prescription and discovery of Dr.
A Thrilling Story Most Plainly And Greene of 34 Temple Place, Boston.
Graphically Told.
Mass., the most successful specialist
in the cure of neivous and chronic
Did You Ever Read Anything of Greater diseases and the doctor can be consulted free, personally or by letter.
Interest.

Those Who Have Experienced
Know.

The following communicationfrom
Mrs. Minnie Miller, who resides at 5
Guthrie street, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
explains itself:
For many years I was troubled
with indigestion and constipation.
Three years ago I became so weak
and nervous that I was a complete
physical wreck. I had dizzy spells,
palpitation of the heart, and numbness of my hands and feet.
These attacks came often and
each time worse. My life was a burden to me and a trouble and worry to
all my friends. I expected to die.
At times I thought I should lose my
mind. My stomach was in such a
conditionthat I could eat nothing but
a very little of the lightest kind of
food. Sleep was impossible. Every
little noise would startle me and I
would feel faint.
No one can imagine the agony I
suffered but those who are afflicted
with nervousness. I cannot describe
the feeling in half its horrors.
At last I saw Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy advertised and read the testimonials of
cure of some of those who had been
afflicted as I was, so I thought I
would try it. Wonderful to relate the
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your druggist. It

MKS.

MLX2UE MILLER.

first bottle helped me so much that I
had faith in it. I took two more bottles and oh! I feel so much better. I
can sleep soundly and the nervous
feeling has almost left me. I can eat
with a good appetite and have gained
seven pounds.
My friends say that I am looking so much better and I know that
I am feeling as they say 1 look. I tell
everybody that the Nervura has
done it. I cannot say enough for it
and I praise the Lord and thank this
wonderful medicine for giving me
relief.
I am only too glad to recommend
Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
nerve remedy to any one afflicted as
I was and I hope this testimonial will
be the means of inducing many to
use this marvelous remedy."
If you are a sufferer do not fail to

''

''

in its use, and ambiguous and provocative of false issues in itself; but
the average rt ader, we imagine, will
be inclined to answer that »Mr.
Brewster's arguments are more
deseiving of these characterizations
than the word to which he applies
them. The simple fact that this
writer designates the term
" supernatural" the bete noire of scientific
men, sufficiently indicates his own
character. The true scientist finds
nothing objectionable in that term
itself or in the proper usp of it; and
it is only the pseudo-scientist or the
professed enemy of all revealed religion who finds fault with either. Mr.
Brewster is not prepared to go to the
extentofRenan's declaration that' % the
whole body of modern sciences yields
the immense result that there is no
supernatural" ; but he endeavors to
lower the supernatural to the natural
level and thus do away with the use
of the term.
?

As an illustration of his theory, he
applies his views of the supernatural
to the Incarnation, and arrives at this
result: " Viewed from the standpoint
of this paper," he writes, " the Incarnation will be considered, not as
it were a mechanical combination of
the natural and the supernatural, but
more spiritually, in profound and living and organic relations, in connection with the purpose of creation, in
a deep accord with the natural trend
of things, as the enevitable culmination of nature in the Divine Man.
Jesus Christ, if we would not use
Schleiermacher's language, and say
He was eternally implanted in Creation, will yet be recognized to be in
an eternally designed harmony with
the divine creation. He will be seen
to be in a profound sense of the
word, natural, the end of nature's
law, the goal of her processes, the
culminating climax of her august history from the foundation of the
world, the Second Adam, the first
born of every creature or of all creation." This may all be scientific
according to Mr. Brewster's conceptions ; but as his definition of the
Christ would deprive the Redeemer of
all divine origin and nature, and render
him merely the outcome of nature's
highest processes; and thus strip the
Incarnation of its highest and holiest
attributes, the day is not likely to
ever come when Christian people will
accept Mr. Brewster's theory, or consent to drop the term supernatural"
"
from their religious terminology.
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CUTTER'SSILK

UNCLE JACK'S TALKS WITH THE
BOYS AND GIRLS.
Uncle Jack has received the following letter from one of his olderreaders
and he hopes you small boys and
girls will exercise your generosity and
forbearance (get the dictionary at
once small folks) if Uncle Jack
gives up considerable of your space
to one who is no longer in the ranks
of the Future Men and Women.
Besides Uncle Jack has a strong suspicion that this letter voices the ambitions of several of his younger read-

AT

CUTTER'S TWlST,2sp"ots for sc.

We sell this Silk cheaper than any of the seven or eight
parties who have kept the price at 10c. during the past year, when
'my price has been 7c, and ivho now advertise it as a bargain at
7c., claiming that it is worth 10c. My prices are the LoWCSt

on Everything.

If people care anything about actual value they should not
neglect to\compare goods and prices at my store with those at the
up-town Noah's Arks. A man has just called to say that they all
charge 10c. a paperfor pins, such as I sell at Be, and wanted to
have me make my price 10c. to accommodate my competitors, who

ers.
Boston, Mass., Aug. 21, 1893.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I believe I am beyond the age of your
"
boys" being over twenty. I have often
written for the papers both here and in
Ireland (I was born near and lived in Cork)
but have always given an assumed name.
I earn a pretty hard crust at present in a
Boston store and should like to turn my pen
to some account. It was with this wish I
sought for your advice. I have read pretty
extensively and always with my note-book
beside me, for mine were all borrowed
books and if I wished to refer to them again
I had only my memory or my notes to
assist me. I am getting mixed up in this
note
I hardly know how to say it. No
doubt if your sympathies lean in my direction you can put two and two together.
From the pages accompanying this you
can get an idea of my style of writing. It
will seem forced, bombastic, but it comes
natural to me to write after this fashion.
Perhaps the faults I am so ready to censure
in others I possess only too forcibly myself.
I almost believe I have spent a quarter of
my life writing, and on what motley topicsProse was not good enough for me. I perpetrated verses. A few charitable editors
paid me. On one occasion I carried off a
prize for a piece of Hank verse from a host
of rivals. But, needless to tell you, poetry,
or if you will, rhyme, is a drug in the market. Editors will not touch it with a fortyfoot pole. I could furnish it by the yard,
but they won't have it.
But I must be serious. Probably I have
journalistic
already offended against
decorum. Yet Uncle Jack will oblige " one
of Cork's own town and the devil's own
peop'e " by giving him his advice if ever so
briefly.
Hoping to hear from you at your convenience,
Very sincerely yours,
D. K.
?

?

Now my dear boy, let us have a
real plain talk about this matter and
mix several grains of common sense
with it. This isn't an easy matter on
which to give advice. Uncle Jack
isn't at all sure that, if you follow
such advice as he has to offer, ten
years from now you won't have the
same complaint to make earning a
pretty hard crust. It is really very
remarkable that the things we really
love to do for pleasure become very
hard work when we have to do them
for a living. It's a fact however.
The best advice Uncle Jack can give
you in the briefest way is, when you
have something to say begin to write
and keep at it. That is, don't get
discouraged and give it up if your
articles are returned the first, second
or tenth time. Uncle Jack has forgotten how many thousand newspapers and periodicals there are
published in the United States, each
with a peculiar style of its own.
Just remember that you must serve
as long an apprenticeship to literature

A SPOOL.

claim to sell at less than cost.

WM. H. BRINE,
I TREMONT STREET.

at some of the newspapers and magazines to supple- still, use a typewriter if you find it
handicrafts.
You wouldn't be ment your general reading. You will possible.
There is one thing more Uncle Jack
surprised if your first efforts at the find all you need in the big public
potter's art were classed among the library. Every newspaper has its wants to add. When you send your
"seconds" or thrown out entirely, peculiarities of style and its limitations articles to an editor tell him plainly
as to the sort of articles it will accept. that you want pay for them if he uses
would you?
at least as

you would

There is a good dealof cant talked
about the writing trade. There is a
school of critics who talk a good deal
about lowering the art by makingit a
money-making business. They pretend to think genius should regard it
as a duty to earn less than enough to
provide a decent living and that any
one who writes for a living and not
altogether for art's sake is degrading
the art. But unless history is a
greater liar than is usually supposed,
the incentive that brought out some
of the greatest works of literature
was the necessity of earning a living.
But Uncle Jack is getting away
from the practical subject. He did
not like the manuscript you enclosed
because it seemed to have been
written for no special object. To
succeed you must have something to
say that the world wants to hear.
An article should have an object,
either to help something or somebody
or to entertain its readers, or better
still, both.
Extensive reading is a necessity to
a writer, just as the alphabet or the
first and second readers are necessary
to all who want to know how to read.
We must know what others have done
in our chosen occupation, whatever
it is, in order to succeed. But we
must also remember that these old
writers belongedto a past generation.
If as Uncle Jack understands your
letter you want to write for present
use, you must find out what the people of the present day are interested
in and write on those subjects.
That is what the editor is after what
will interest his readers. The
general public does not always seem
to want what we think it should be
clamoring for, but as a rule it's a
pretty good judge of its needs.
Uncle Jack advises a course of

Select your favorite, study its style them in his paper or magazine, but
and write an article which you think do not tell him about your elf or your
will suit it. Send it to the editor, ambitions. He is probably as kind-

enclosing stamps for return, with a
brief note saying you hope it may be
suitable for publication at his usual
rates, asking its return if he cannot
use it. Don't write editorials. Never
mind your opinions just yet. Have
them, of course, but keep them to
yourself for the present. Make yourself familiar with local and town
history. Write a description of a
church, a historical locality, a clubhouse, an excursion. Tell the facts
in your own way. Use the simplest,
most expressive, most forcible language. Don't use an extra quantity
of exclamation points. Send an
imaginary person to an unfamiliar
locality, to a play or on an excursion
and make this individual tell his or
her impressions. If you can catch
the idioms of expression of different
classes, so much the better. If you
want a model for your newspaper
literature take the New York Sun.
You needn't accept its politics or the
letters on Catholic affairs but you
may set it up for your standard in a
literary way. If you were a New
York newspaper tyro you would
regard getting an article into the Sun
as an elevator to the seventh heaven.
There is no better fortune except
getting into the Century.
Couldn't you try some correspondence for your old home papers? It's
the very best sort of practice. Write
about current American events, give
it a dash of politics, labor, art, distinguished visitors. Pack it full of
pithy comments of your own. Make
it bright and gossipy. You will find
your items in the public reading-room.
Just a word more. Make your writing as plain as jou can or, better

hearted as the best of us, but his
business is to give his readers the
best literature he can get, and if he
helped along all the ambitious beginners who have not reached their best
by a long way, his patrons would
promptly refuse to have any more of
his periodical.
And here is another letter from one
of our coming authors. It looks as
if Boston would regain her old-time
prestige by and by when Uncle Jack's
young folks have tried their wings,
doesn't it?
Boston, Mass., Sept. & 1893.
Dear Uncle Jack :
I have been reading The Sacred Heart
Review lately and saw all your letters and
that you would like every one to write you
and tell you what they are going to be. I
would like to be one that writts books. I
try now but do not succeed very well. Igo
to a public school. lam in the fifth class
now, but will be going in the fourth class
when Igo back to school. I am ten years
old and I go to St. Joseph's Church. My
letter is long enough, being my first one.
Your little friend,
?

Mary Kelly.

T'here's nothing like trying, Mary.
Suppose you tell us more about the
books you write.
Cambridge, Aug. 8, 1893.
Dear Uncle Jack:

?

I suppose you are interested in reading
the children's letters. I see that they are
trying very hard to get the prize, so I will
try too. lam ten years old. I attend the
public school. lam in the fifth class in the
grammar school. My studies are geography,
grammar, arithmetic, spelling and reading.
I enjoy going to school. lam the youngest
in the family. I would like to be a Sister
when I grow up.
I suppose I will have to close, saying good
by.
Your loving neice,
Lizzie Welsh.

Come again, Lizzie, and write us
a good, lftng letter next time.
Unclk Jack.
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Religous Maxims.

THE ROULSTONE.

SUNDAY.

Sunday, Oct. 15.

I have studied more in the book of
charity than in all others, because it teaches
everything.? St. Dominic.
An almost impossible thing, if asked of
God with a firm confidence, is more easily
obtained tfan something of less importance
asked without confidence. Yen L. dc
Blois.

Twenty-first Sunday after Pentecost.
Gospel, St. Matthew xviii. 23-3S > The
wicked servant.
Feast of the Maternity of the Blessed
Virgin Mary.
Besides all the days which the Church
sets aside for the commemoration of the
various important events in the life of our
Blessed Lady, such as the Annunciation, the
Visitation, the Purification, the Assumption,
and others, she devotes to-day to a special
observance in honor of her divine Maternity, or Mothtrhood. This feast does not
celebrate any one event in our Lady's life,
but it reminds us of the great and wonderful truth that she was and is the Mother

?

MONDAY.

Prayer teaches us the science of Jesus
Christ, which is the love of the cross,
poverty, patience, mortification, and the
love of being despised.

In the spiritual life all is wanting to him
who believes that nothing is needed. St. of God.
Bernard.
This fact gives her the greatest dignity that
any creature could possibly enjoy. It reminds
TUESDAY.
us that she was associated most closely with
Be gentle as doves, bless those who Almighty God himself in the great work of
curse you, never murmur, never let labors our redemption. With God she gave our
or troub'es take away your peace of mind. Saviour to the world; with God she ruled
governed him; and as the coming of
If life sometimes affords you gladness, and
our Siviour to earth gave God great glory,
you should use it in such a manner as not
so too was Mary greatly glorified by his
to lose sight < f the terrible judgment which
birth, his life and his death for sinners.
Gregory.
is to follow.
St.
Thus she, a woman, one of the race of men
like ourselves, was, as it were, in partnerWEDNESDAY.
ship with God himself, in carrying out the
The more pious souls mortify themselves, tremendous plan of the redemption. Think
the more does God vivify and fill them for a moment what an amazing and overwith his spirit; the more they fly from the powering honor this was for any human
cross, the more unworthy they become of creature; and think how good, how holy,
pure and pleasing to God Mary must have
St. Dominic.
heavenly consolations.
been in order to be chosen for such a part.
If we would follow our Lord and Saviour,
Think, also, for another moment, what
we must die entirely to ourselves; for it is
would have been our condition if it were
by self-denial and bearing sufferings
not for Mary, for without her this work of
patiently, that we shall att in eternal happiour redemption could not have been carried
ness.? St. Angela of Merici.
out as it was.
In thinking of Mary's part in our salvaTHURSDAY.
tion one most striking fact is that she
We do not bear trials well, because we ruled and commanded our Saviour, who was
do not know how to draw spiritual consola- also her Saviour, her Creator and her God,
tion from them ; he who would always work and that he honored and obeyed her as a
faithfully must bear everythingcheerfully.? son obeys his mother. To think of this
Blessed Egidius of Assisi.
gives us a new and stronger idea of her
and greatness. And eternity itself
that
one
we
shall
day
Remember
be only dignity
break or destroy this sacred and
cannot
dust; our forefathers were in life as we are,
wonderful relation of Motherhood. During
dead,
are
as
we
too
shall
bi;
but now they
all His life on earth, now in heaven, and for
this is why we ought to love God.
St.
all eternity, she was and is and will be the
Hungar-y.
of
Elizabeth
Mother of God.
Her part in the dealings of God with
FRIDAY.
man was not ended by the great tragedy of
Can you see Jesus poor in his cradle Mount Calvary. It continues in heaven
destitute during life, naked on the cross, forever.
What does this mean, except that as
and then desire your own ease.
St.
Mary is still the Mother of God, so Christ
Dominic.
Son ; loving her, ready to do her
Every good work should be done with the is still her
and
listening to her prayers, ready to
honor,
view of begging the mercy of God on our
St. Joseph grant her slightest wish. She asks nothing
sins, or on the sins of others.
for herself; she is filled with honor, glory
of Cupertino.
and God's love; she wants nothing more.
Her prayers are all for us; she asks from
SATURDAY.
her Son the graces and the help which we
Jesus has given us the greatest proof of need and which we ask through her. And
his love by leaving us his most precious he cannot refuse her. It needs only that
Body that his sweet remembrance should we should deserve them. In one way, it is
never be effaced from our hearts. ?St true, we cannot deserve them but God is
so good, and Mary is so kind that if wr
Philip.
truly love ard humbly ask, we may hope to
He who wishes to save his soul should be heard. By virtue of her divine Motherlead a regular life; he should mark out how hood Mary will ask and obtain for us everyhe will employ his time and the hour for his thing that it is well for us to have.
£t.
Leonard of
spiritual exercises.
Port Maurice.
Monday, Oct. 16.
Blessed Victor, Pope and Confessor.
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Shoes that FIT!
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to all Primary and Intermediate sizes, best red
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any fj ni sh corrplete.
Sizs includes Ink Wells when

mahogordered. All
$2.(56.
6x13x20.
to all Grammar or Normal sizes, best red birch, mahogany
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Red birch, mahogany finish, lid top, rubber buffers, lid
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CADEMIC. Red birch, mahogany finish, lid tcp, pencil tray, brass
hinged, lid support, rubber buffers. Size all Desks, including Ink Wells,
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Warranted in every respect.

$4.35.
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And what dignity could be greater
or more subline than that of the
Blessed Virgin ?
Still Mary, like Jesus, merits our
love as much as our veneration : she
is as good as she is great, as gentle
as she is pure, as merciful as she is
perfect and holy.
Jesus, Mary, Joseph ! names full
of blessing and salvation! How
happy we are to have so merciful a
God, and ever near him two such

BETHLEHEM AND THE CHILD
JESUS.

From the hour of the annunciation, Mary bore within her sacred
womb our Lord Jesus Christ, the
Incarnate Son of God.
Nine months after, on the 24'h of
December, Joseph and Mary reached
the little town of Bethelehem, the powerful intercessors !
city of David, and there our Savioui
Let us live like Mary and Joseph,
was born.
quiet, peaceful lives, all filled with
Rich and poor, we are each and love cf the Child Jesus, who reposes
all of us called upon to believe in in our hearts as in a second manger,
and adore the infant Jesus ; the little a manger which is often, alas! as
child in the manger at Bethlehem is cold and comfortless as that of Bethverily our God, the one, true, living lehem.
and eternal God, who for the love of
Let us, like the shepherds, go with
us came down from heaven to e?nh. fervor, with love, with gladness, ard
;
Not content with abasing his infinite above all with a lively faith, into our
majesty to the very level of his churches, where we can always find
creatures by becoming their Master the Child of Bethlehem hidden and
and their Brother, he did still more, humiliated there, as once within the
since he took upon himself the whole swaddling clothes, so now beneath
burden of sin by which they had the veils of the most holy Eucharist.
The Catholic Church is the thricebeen eternally lost, and thus all are
saved who believe and hope in Jesus honored Bethlehem which possesses
Tuesday, Oct. 17.
Christ, who adore him and return and encloses Jesus Christ, and which
Blessed Margaret Mary Alacoque.
him love for love, and who are obedi- by giving him to faithful hearts,
ent in all things to his holy Church; consoles all the sorrows of humanity
Wednesday, Oct. 18.
and all who remain faithful unto and saves the world by teaching it to
St. Luke, Evangelist.
death are assured of the eternal know, to serve, and to love the
of haaven. Jesus Christ Saviour.
happiness
Thursday, Oct. 19.
Lord
our God, and in his
Alcantara,
of
Confessor.
is
the
St. Peter
eternal glory he is infinitely worthy
Friday, Occ. 20
of our homage and adoration; but
DULIU IN
St. John Cantius, Priest and Confessor.
he is also our very tender, very
»_.
\u25a0?' \u25a0
Rubbers,
*
merciful Child Saviour, aad in his
Saturday, Oct. ?i.
he
willing
is
abjsjCtio*
infinitely
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FALL STYLES

rMllJlll

WE WOULD ASK

The readers of"The Sacred Heart
Review " to visit our store and see
our new styles of

FURNITURE,
CARPETS,
STOVES, AND
RANGES, ETC.,
that we have just put on our floors
for the Fall Trade. We feel confident that it will be very pleasing to you to review our immense
stock of

FURNITURE AND CARPETS,

and very gratifying to us to have
the pleasure of showing you our
goods. The greatest courtesy will
be extended to all, whether purchases are made or not.
A great variety of

CHAMBER SETS

in solid quartered Oak, Walnut,
Mahogany, and Ash,
Prices from
$15.00 TO $150.00

PARLOR SUITS

of the latest designs, covered in
any kind of cover you desire,
Prices from
$35.00 TO $200.00

ODD EASY CHAIRS,
of many styles,
Prices from

of a great many different patterns.

HALL STANDS AND PARLOR BEDS
to suit everybody.

We are selling a nice

CABINET BED FOR $21.00.
Be sure and see our new styles of

SIDEBOARDS,

DINING TABLES,
AND CHAIRS,

The prices will be less than you
expect.

CARPETS

of every make and style at the

LOWEST PRICES.
or liberal credit if
desired.

Terms: Cash,

,

;o:o:

'

A. McArthur & Co.,
16 lo 26 Mill,
Two doors from Washington Street,

Boston.

7-20-4

I Oc. LITTLE COLD DUST.
SC. Cigars.
R. G. SULLIVAN,

- - Manufacturer,

Manchester, N. H.
At wholesale by
JlB. qUUJ CO., 2111 Federal Street. Boiton.

*

W.

B. HASTINCS & CO.,

INSURANCE.

89 Cambridge St., £, CamMdgi,
Exchange Building,

&
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CatholicMissions.
WHAT OUR MISSIONARIES ARE
DOING IN EVERY LAND
A BUNDLE OF LETTERS.

Bishop Clur, of the Oblates of
Mary Immaculate, has received a
number of letters from the Indian
children in his mission in British
North America, which we reprint
from the Montreal True Witness.
The Bishop's letter is first.
Hotel Dieu, Montreal,
Sept. 18, 1893.
Dear Sir, Five weeks after my departure from Good Hope, situated at the Arctic
Circle, Mackenzie River, I was pleased to
receive letters from our Oblate Fathers,
who are stationed in that quarter, in which
I found enclosed six short letters addressed
to me from my young pupils of last year. I
had taught them every day to read, write
and sing in their native tongue. I find the
letters of Rabbit-Skin and Squint-Eye so
ingenuous, full of simplicity, and natural
for the little ones, that T have translated
them into French and English. I have
followed as nearly as possible the literal
expression, and thus submit them to your
own judgment to do with them as you may
think fit. They were written in syllabic
characters. Hoping that they may be of
some interest to your readers, I remain,
Your obedient servant,
t Isidore Clut, O. M. 1.,
Bishop of Arindele.
?

$4.00 TO $50.00

BOOK CASES AND PARLOR DESKS

Button, Hml

heart review.

THE INDIAN LETTERS.
LETTER

OF

ANTONIA TO GREAT PRAYING

My thoughts are poorly expressed and that
me sad. But when shall you see my
letter ?
Long before the big canoe came back I
w.ote this.
Father Sequin has already
witten to you.
When we again saw little Father Audema'd we have said, marci, ma'ci (thanks,
thanks). We were glad.
This letter which I send you is badly
written. Perhaps you may have much
trouble to read it; I hope you will be able Gives
NIGHTS
to understand it.
and
you;
It is Antonia who writes to
I shake
HAPPY DAYS
your hand ; I present you my respects, and
to the infant and growing child. It is
at the same time I bless you ; I pray for
your happiness.

makes

QUIET

The Best Food Jljf

LETTER OF ELIZA BLONDIN

Good Hope, July 17, 1893.
Eliza Blondin writes to the Great Praying
Clut.
A little letter I
My Great Father,
write to you. Last year you remained in
our fort, and I thank God. That same year
the Creator did not will that I should be
happy. He left me very miserable when he
took my son from me. He does not wish
us to be happy in this world.
My great Father you were very sick; it is
for that reason lam in great trouble. You
were not well when leaving in the big
canoe. All our people are sad for you. If
you live and we could see you again, we
shall be glad 1
God is our master: he treats us as he
pleases; we ought to submit to his will
My husband and myself are in good health.
Our people are also in good health. My
sister-in-law is not very well. My great
Father, I always think of you. I pray for
you, I shake your hand.
Eliza Blondin.
?

(BISHOP) I. CLUT, O. M. I.

Good Hope, July 16, 1893.
It is Antonia who speaks to the great
Father (great in dignity); I write to him.
My Father, how sad I am since you left in
the big canoe (steamboat). Behold my
heart is not strong at all. I can do nothing
but weep when I think of you. I shall be
glad if at least the little (assistant) Father
comes back to us soon ; such is my wish.
My great Father, it is you who can make
him return near us ; our little Father, if he
returns I shall thank you very much.
Great Praying, I love you ; I shake your
hand; I offer you my respects, and from
the bottom of my heart I beg of you to bless
me, I beg of you to write to me and send
me a holy little paper (religious picture).
If you write me, it shall seem that I see
you again. My big Father, you have made
me unhappy in not bringing me with you
to the Sisters. It is again with many tears
that I ask of you again to send me at the
Sisters. My Father, I desire you send me
some good thoughts or good advice. My
great Father, I love you dearly; in thinking of you so far away, my heart weeps.
Your daughter Antonia, whom you love,
says to you, send me a pretty rosary.
My great Father, it is for him that I
write, for I was impatient until I had an
occasion of writing this letter to you, but
whenshall you see it ? My great Father, the
prayer and hymn books that you gave me,
when I read them, there are tears in my
eyes, when I think cf you. Great Praying,
if you see this letter write me a good one
yourself. Our Great Praying, I am waiting
for cur little Father who went with you.
Oh! if you send him back near us how
happy we shall be. That little Father, if he
come back, it will seem as though it wete

yourself.
My great Father, your poor daughter
Antonia feels sad because I cannot express
rsyself better. Alas I say to myself:
I io cot Utow iow to speai, nevertheless, I
write tp wa; J. fsej great joy in »c dsing.

LETTER OF JULIENNE.
Good Hope, July 17, 1893.
Julienne, write to the Great Praying.

tions of Child life. Dyspeptics, Invalids and Old People find it priceless.
In cans, 35c. and upwards. Interested
Mothers send for pamphlet to manfrs.

WOOLRICH & CO., Palmer. Mass.
hearts are sad because you are so far away
from us. Father Sequin is with us. But
he is sick and has a great deal to do. He
cannot do anything for us (children). With
him we feel lonesome. Our hearts were
joyful during your stay with us. The lessons you taught us I remember them, and
it is as if I were crying bitterly at the
thought. The Almighty wishes to punish
me.
My big Father, here is my letter, and if
you see it, it will seem as though I shook
your hand, and when you read it as though
you were speaking to me.
My great Father, speak to God for me,
that he may take pity on me, that I may
live well, and our people may not fall sick.
Speak for us that our wishes be granted.
Each time I speak to God for you, I think

of you.
It is Tobacco Crown who has spoken.
To
her Father the Great Praying she has
It is to my great Father that I write. You
only remained one year with us, and, never- written this.
theless you love us, and you sacrificed your- LETTER OF ROSALIE TO HER GREAT FATHER.
self for us. You were sick, nevertheless you
Good Hope, July 17, 1893.
were killing yourself for us; yes, it is for us
Oh 1 my great Father, I shake your hand
that you wasted your health. If we pray
and wish to return you my thanks for all
always for you, perhaps we shall see you
you have done for me. My Father, you
again. I did not forget you I think of
have given me Confirmation. You have
you. It was only Crown who received a letdone me a great good. Your sickness
ter from you. She thinks of you and for
obliged you to leave us and go far away. I
that reason you wrote to her. I think of
am so sorry. Our little man of prayer [the
you, too ; nevertheless you did not write to
young priest] has returned, and to us it
Father,
me. But, my great
I know you are
appears as though we had seen yourself.
sick, and it is wrong of me to reproach you.
My Lord and Father, please write to me. I
It is our sins, our wickedness, perhaps, that
am very desolate. My young brother is
is the cause of your sickness. In this world
very disobedient to my father. Rosalie has
there is no real happiness; in heaven we
written this.
shall be happy forever. Alas! in this
world, it is not so. You only remained a LETTER OF MADELEINE KOYI TO THE GREAT
PRAYING.
year with us. My great Father, if we live
Hope, July 17, 1883.
Good
well, if we are good, it is only in heaven we
Madeleine
speaks.
During your absence
he
you
shall see
again. God is master. If
I received the first Communion, Father,
wills us to see you, we shall see you.
It was you who gave me the medicines of that by your order God came in my heart.
God (the Blessed Eucharist and Confirma- Therefore I thank you very much.
My Great Praying, on account of your
tion) ; for that reason I shall not forget
you. Please write to me. Julienne has said sickness I feel sad. lam miserable. Each
time I think of thee my eyes are filled with
that.
tears. My heart weeps at the thought that
LETTER OF TOBACCO CROWN.
perhaps I shall never see you again. 1 have
Good Hope, July 17, 1893.
asked myself When shalt thou see this
To the Great Praying Isidore Clut; it is letter ? If at last it goes speedily to thee,
to him that I write.
my dear Father, I shall be glad. Pray for
Your daughter Crown is sad at heart. me that I may become good. Our little
While she lives, it shall be difficult for her Father who went part of the road with you,
to see you again. When she thinks of that I desire to see him return soon. If another
her heart grows sad. However that may Great Praying [Bishop] comes to our house
may be, if for the love of the Almighty she of prayer [the church], and if we see him,
lives well, her Great Father she may see in which is my desire, and if it turns out so, T.
heaven. But you must speak (pray) for think it will ease my heart after your departure
her. I speak to God for you, but because
In shaking your hand, I ardently desire to
I am so bad I cannot speak well; that ses you happy. The Great Praying Isidore
makes me sad. Sometimes God listens to Clut, it is to him I write. I am happy,
nevertheless on the other hand I look upon
me when I speak. I hope he will grant my myself as very miserable. Madeleine Kos
request and care ypu. My big Father, our to th/j Great Praying Isidore Clut.
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PREJUDICE PASSING AWAY.
A significant sign of the times

gratifying to the Catholics of
this country is the better understanding of the Catholic Chucb, indicated
by the recent pulpit utterances of
leading Protestant mininsters. Some
of these who have been accustomed
in the past to indulge in bitter and
unjust attacks upon the Church, says
a writer in the Irish World, have
evidently been making closer investigation only to find the mists of prejudice, which had so distorted their
vision, gradually disappearing and
to see in clearer light the venerable
Mother of Christianity as she sits
most

enthroned in the hearts of her faith-

ful children.
On a recent Sunday the Rev. Dr.
Potter of the Baptist tabernacle of
New York City tookoccasion to refer
to the beneficent and Christianizing
influence of the Church and to point
out the folly of the traffickers in
bigotry and perpetuators of intolerance. " I know one alleged preacher
of righteousness," said he, "who
declared his conviction that the
unchangeable medievalism of Rome
was such that he could get out and
' shoot Catholics with a gun.' What
these lovable brethren will do, now
that the great Goliath is dead, I
know not. Ousting the Bible from
the schools and the destruction of

Review,

of stubborn prejudice is rapidly passTemperance.
ing away as the Church is becoming
more correctly understood. It is one
of the peculiarities of human nature
HE WAS A TEETOTALER.
that this change of heart and vision
Dr. Thomas Guthrie, was an indeoften seem to come unconsciously.
Some passing incident or action fatigable preacher against intemperunexpected by the prejudiced mind ance, and was the originator of ragged
leads to a more careful scrutiny schools, which became a national
of the motives and principles under- feature.
I was first led," he told a temperlying. Under the gazeof the earnest
ance
meeting in Belfast, to form a
principles
searcherthese
and motives
glow with so clear and pure a light high opinion of the cause of temperthe astonished investigator is promp- ance by the bearing of an Irishman.
ted to exclaim in admiring wonder, It is now some twenty-two years ago.
"What a change is taking place in I had left Omagh on a bitter, biting,
blasticg day, with a lashing rain,
the Church of Rome!
But the change is not in the Church, and had to travel across a cold
for the Church does not change. It country to Cookston. Well, by the
is the light of clearer understanding time we had got over half the road
which effects the change in the heart we reached a small inn into which
and mind of the earnest investigator. we went, as sailors in stress of
It was this light which drew to the weather run into the first haven By
sanctuary of Christian truth such this time we were soaking with water
pure and noble spirits as Newman, outside, and as these were not days
Manning, Wilberforce, Brownson and of tea and toast, but cf toddy drinkothers. It is this clearer understand- ing, we thought the best way was to
ing of the Church and her holy mis- soak ourselves with whisky inside.
"Accordingly, we rushed into the
sion which brings the hearts of men
into closer accord and conquers pre- inn, ordered warm water, and got
our tumbler of toddy. Out of kindjudice in its rery strongholds.
ness to the car driver, we called him

"

"

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
"CATHOLICISM"

AND

"CATHOLICITY."

"

6
work and did it well; and when the
photograph was finished and laid
beside the husband's plate at breakfast, it was a revelation, and the
sobered gentleman experienced a
decidedly new sensation. There was
no need of explanation the thing
explained itself. There was no
chance for contradiction: the sun
tells no lies. There was no room for
argument. There was only one thing
to do, and that was to quit; and it
is very fortunate that the man had
courageand sense enough to do it.

,

FICTION AND FACT.

The fiction about drink is that it is
a food. The fact about drink is that
a gallon of ale contains less nourishment than a penny loaf, that a glass
of wine contains less food than could
be put on a threepenny piece, and
that a glass of spirits contains as
much nourishment and is about as
satisfying as the bite of a mad dog.
How can this be true, when people
feel so much strengthened and
revived after taking a drink ? Because
stimulation and excitement are mistaken for strength. A spur or a
whip will carry a horse to the top of
in. He was not very well clothed? a hill, but no one is insane enough to
indeed he rather belonged in that suppose the horse is really stronger
respect to the order of my ragged for the whipping.
school in Edinburgh. He was soakThe fiction about drink is that it
ing wet, and we offered him a good strengthens the body and enables it
rummer of toddy. We thought that to endure additional
fatigue. The
what was sauce for the goose was fact about drirk
that
is
it weakens
sauce for the gander, but the car the centre of life and action : viz.,
driver was not such a gander as we, the heart. A pint and a half of beer
the geese, took him for. He would or two glasses of wine, or one glass
not taste it. 'Why,' we asked, 'what of spirits, will cause the heart to
objection have you?'
Said he, beat six thousand extra strokes in a
Please, your reverence, I'm a teeto- day.
taler, and I won't taste a drop of it.'
The fiction is that alcohol helps
"Well that stuck in my throat, digestion. The fact is that it causes
and it went to my heart, and, in
and

Editor Sacred Heart Reiiew:
Sir, Sincereading, an article in a Boston
paper some time ago, on Romans and Romanists, it has occured to a constant reader of
your paper that theword Catholicism," so
"
the school system were getting a often used in our Catholic literature, is a
misnomer and ought not to be used, as the
trifle worn. To have the whole " isms " properly belong to the different Protsects. It seems the word
Cathchance of denunciation and complaint estant
olicity " is the more proper term to be" used
Rome
without
away
by
taken
itself
in our Catholic literature.
If I mistake not the late Dr. Brownson
pressure at a single stroke is hard. ignored
the use of the " isms " in his writgoing
to be lonesome. The ings.
It's
This
also called to mind an article
great ideas that the beast of revela- seen in has
a paper some time ago, concerning
is
Pope
tion ' is Rome and that the
the custom of abbreviating dates in the fractional form, viz., 12-26, etc., which seems to
indigestion
dyspepsia.
' antichrist' are all the bugaboos be the custom
now, the month first, as another sense than drink, though, it
The
fiction
about
drirk is that it
are
rather
ghosts
They
left.
stale
numerator, and the day as denominator.
went to my head. Here was a humble, warms the body. The fact about it
Would
it
not
be
more
simple
and
in
than
none."
only better
accordance with the advancement of the uncultivated
uneducated Roman is that it cools it, lowering the temIt is manifest that the old spirit age to have it expressed 26-12, that is
Catholic
and I said, ' If that perature and rendering the body
carman,
26th day of the 12th month, etc., as the
to cold.
G. Milday naturally comes before the month ?
man can deny himself this indulgence, more susceptible
to
let
us
hear
from
on
ton
Smith.
you
Please
this
Open Letter to Women. matter through your paper, and oblige,
why should not I?' I remembered
?

?

'

'

?

?

An

Laurel Aye., San Francisco,
?
*?
May 18, 1892.
Catholicism
is
[
an authorized
" Dear friend of women:born, and "well-established" word.
Cardinal
my
baby
When
was
"
five years ago, I got up in six Newman, who was a master of Engdays. Far too soon. Result: lish and as thorough a Catholic as
falling of the womb. Ever ever lived, used it constantly. The
since I've been miserable.
fact that the word ends in "ism"
I tried everything: doctors, hardly seems a sufficient ground for
"
medicines, apparatus; but grew rejecting it.
worse.

that, and I have ever remembered it
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
to the honor of Ireland. I have
often told the story and thought of
There is nothing to laugh at in
getting
set
Irishpoor
example
by
the
that
" tight." It is not " funny "
man for our people to follow. I to see a man ruining himself and
his family, and losing his soul.
carried home the rembrance of it
with me to Edinburgh. That circum
Alcohol is not food ; it is a poison.
stance, along with the scenes in Every writer on toxicology so regards
which I was called to labor daily for it.and as such, a place is given
to it in the class of narcotic or of
years, made me a teetotaler."
narcotic-acid poisons.
John Bill,

As to our correspondent's suggestion as to writing dates: his way is the
was
walking
A DISGUSTED DRUNKARD.
more logical, but the most of those
impossible.
designate
last
an
who
the
month
by
At
I saw
advertisefigures
One woman determined that her
ment of Lydia E. Pinkharris follow the other method. Editor
husband
should know how he looked
Vegetable Compound, and de- Sacred Heart Review.]
was drunk. She knew how
when
he
The
effect
try
cided to
it.
was
he looked well enough, and needed
astonishing. Since I took the
If your eyes bother you when not that any man should tell ber.
first bottle my womb has not
reading
this paper, go at once to Her children also knew by sad expeonly
troubled me, and, thanks
Cor. Cambridge
to you, lam now well. Every Rice the Jeweller,
streets, East Cambridge, rience, but the man himself had a
and
Fifth
suffering woman
and get a pair of Crystal White Lens. very imperfect idea of the state of
should know
Spectacles or Eye Glasses $i oo a the case. So once, when he came
how reliable
pair. A perfect fit guaranteed.
home and fell into a maudlin slumber
your compound
2r
she sent for the photographer to
is.
It is a sure
Fruit Jars and Jelly Tumblers,
forthwith ; and, on his arrival,
come
cure." Mrs. A.
Preserve Kettles, in all the favorite
ware at the Bazar, 1223 Cambridge she set before him his work. She
ah dnijjgutj mii k.
'\u25a0^bJL^mmtr^,..;^
ctsreet at, Prospect, the price* ,«# £%#& ordered the photographer to phco
Addren in confidence,
. ?, "
j,
at market *alne..
L*Ma K. Pinkham Med.
graph her husfcani
fee gpt k his.
Co., L»bh, liiu.
r *? a OrS*
*»

hardly stand;
" I could
without support

and

"

?

?

YZJv
mfS^MA
-

.

'

frJr

?

?

M. D.

Drink is the parent of crime. It
would not be too much to say that if
all drinking of fermented liquors
could be done away, crime of every
kind would fall to a fourth of its present amount, and the whole tone of
moral feeling in the lower orders

might be indefinitely
Charles Buxton, M. P.

raised.

?

The rum traffic is a frightful source
of crime in Africa. In an illustrated
lecture by Dr. Roy, the chairman
of the African congress, a pyramid
of rum bottles, empty of course, was
shown, before which in profound

worship were prostrate scores of the

?unhappy natives. They made a God
of
which<rz*4ayillz'*ag

?'\u25a0-\u25a0_'?"
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less false " ; which the Living Church
rightly denounces aB " treason to the
The Anglicans can only
faith."
blame themselves that more orthodox
men were not there to represent them;
pitiful, too, it was; for how they
must have felt the misfortune of
having a church so comprehensive !
The Covgregationalist, speaking of
the Parliament, makes an admission
which we give, just as it stands, with
the qualifying words in favor of those
who differ from us, ?Protestants and
Greeks: "Leaving out minor differences, which history has yet shown
to be important, and whichProtestants
cannot give up, it has been made
evident that no better nor abler
defenders of the Christian faith in
some of its most essential principles
can be found than are to be found in
the Roman and the Greek Church."
Guarded as this concession is, we
don't believe our neighbor is only
meaning to " damn with faint
praise; " rather, when we consider
the bigoted tone which has been so
long prevalent among all Protestants,
and to which so many still cling, we
take it as a noteworthy token of a
fairer spirit arising. Let our good
friends now look up a little more
carefully those "minor differences"
of history, and they may find their
real importance, that they have a
that the
Catholic interpretation,
is
on the
weight of their evidence
side
of
the
question.
Catholic

Whoever visits the World's Fair
may see plainly, if he wishes, the
great superiority of our Catholic parish schools' exhibit over that made
by the public schools of the country.
Of the outside public, however, many
do not go to the Fair, and of those
who do visit it very many do not
go near our exhibit at all. We are
glad to see that a great secular daily
journal like the Chicago Times
recognizes and praises loudly the
great excellence of the Catholic educational exhibit in all branches from
Bishop Kbane declares that the
kindergarten to college. We print
its comment on page 5 of to-day's Parliament of Religions will undoubtedly result in great good. This may
issue.
be received as an authoritative verdict
Another sign of the progress of in favor of the Parliament.
the times
the number of persons
regularly trained, and exercising the
Down in Connecticut, last week,
new calling of train-robbers.
in many cities and towns women
voted for the first time for school
A woman correspondent of the committee. There were Protestant
Independent writes from Spain of the tickets and Catholic tickets, and
devotions to the Blessed Virgin, Protestant and Catholic women vied
common (she says) in that country with each other in getting registered.
and asks how such things can be A leading Boston paper calls this
without Mariolatry. Simply a matter lamentable. It is lamentable, surely,
of fact, Madam. Spanish devotion and we would do nothing to make
is what it is, and there is no Mariol- such a feeling more bitter; but we
atry in the Catholic Church.
cannot avo d reminding the Boston
paper 6f what everybody knows very
It is said that a Jesuit Father told well; that when Catholic women
Cardinal Newman, in the early days struggle to be registered, aud go to
of the letter's conversion, that he the polls to vote with enthusiasm, it
could not love the Blessed Virgin too is a departure from their habits and
much so long as he loved Jesus more. traditions, and the task is undertaken
purely in self-defence. It is not
made
England
the
of
necessary to go into the history of
That
Church
a sad mistake in trying to frown the movement; the facts
down the Parliament of Religions, is well known to everybody in New
now pretty clearly seen; and the England. In Boston a lot of foolish
confession of it appears rather evident and vindictive women made an open
from the fact that Dr. Barrows raid upon Catholic citizens, through
received letters, as he says, from the schools, and introduced into the
more than twenty Anglican bishops community a spirit of suspicion,
in favi r of the conference. As it hostility and bitterness which a
and
turned out, the most prominent of generation cannot wholly soften,
we hope Connecticut may
which
their clergy in attendance were Dr.
never see anything like. The dady
Momerie and Mr. Haweis, two as paper which is content with calling
extreme liberals in religion as can be the situtation "lamentable", without
found. It must have been one of telling the whole truth about it, has a
these men who asserted before the queer jdeaof its duty to the public.
Parliament that all religions «£
Ir is &4tb anjusing asd touching to
fundamentally more or iestrtaie, and
ppr.e.or
£©c Itytz4teiiQ»6t the £pi^Datij*s
jJJ religions are
?

?

?

?

?

"

over the Greek archbishop whom they
captured for the ceremony of consecrating the new bishop of Massachusetts last week. The foreign
prelate was no doubt a picturesque
figure, and added color to a rather
cold function, but they are still far
from the coveted union with the
Greek Church. This uneasy anxiety
to be recognized " is very far from
the dignified,self-contained and kindly
encouraging attitude which the real
true Church ought to hold toward
other ecclesiastical bodies.

"

It is the boast of the great daily
papers that they give all the news."
Attain, when they are reproached
wilh printing questionable matter
they reply that they must give their
readers what they want, else they
could not live. On b th these counts
we charge the Boston Herald with
failing to carry out its own principles. There is in Chicago to-day
an exhibition so remarkable and from
any possible point of view, so important as to extort the admiration and
wonder of every intelligent person
who sees it. It is a matter of notoriety that the Catholic educational
exhibitis extraordinary in extent and
in merit; it represents all sections of
the country, and notably Massachusetts and New England. What more
important and generally interesting
subject is there to-day than that of
education? The Herald pretends to
realize its importance; why is this
overlooked? The Herald has many
thousands of Catholic readers ; does
not its rawest reporter, its newest
editor, its very office boy knowthat these readers not only have a
right, but would be pleased and proud,
to see something like a fair and adequate description of the remarkable
exhibit, made possible by their own
courage, self-sacrifice and devotion
to the needs of their children ? We
repeat, the tierald overlooks or purposely neglects a most important
department of news, genuine, legitimate news of general interest to the
public and of special and deep interest to a very large number of its
readers. It sends to the Fair a freethinker, who writes about machinery
and
shows," but doesn't seem to
care about Catholic education, or to
know that he is missing an opportunity which any real newspaper man
ought to be thankful to get. We
have heard it maintained before now
that the Herald needed elementary
instruction in journalism.

"

"

The Montreal True Witness is
undertaking a crusade, or rather a
war of investigation and exposure,
directed against the text books of the
histories of England and Canada,
authorized by the Department of
Education of Ontario, and edited by
W.J. Robertson. The True Witness
promises to show that no Catholic
child's faith could possibly be secure,
if allowed or obliged to study such
works. "So flagrant are the
inaccuracies, so glaring the anti-

Catholic bigotry, and so distorted the
reliable texts of authors quoted that
our resadfirs will be satoiushed."

Canadian Catholics are fortunate if
they are still capable of being
astonished by that sort of thing. In
this land of freedom and universal
pursuit of truth we got over that long
ago. In fact, when we cannot stand
it any longer and begin to write our
own histories for our own schools,
there are not wanting persons like
Mr. Mallary, whose letter we replied
to a few weeks ago, who seriously
and in good faith object, and charge
us with dishonesty.
Religious unity, longsought for, has
been achieved in a town in Kansas.
The seven Protestant churches of
the town met and elected the Methodist minister to teach non-sectarian
truths to the united congregations,
thereby "saving salariesand expenses
of the other six churches." Though
on heaven bent, they have a frugal
mind. And why is not unity on a
mutual-bank-account-benefit basis a
good thing, since they will never
attain it on any other?

In Mr. Laird's letter to the Churchman which we comment upon in
another column, he says that the
Church unquestionably teaches the
duty of loyalty to government, but
teaches that this loyalty "is to be
observed only when government is
loyal to the Holy Roman Church."
We should like to ask Mr. Laird to
answer these three questions :
Has not the Pope himself recently
strongly urged upon French Catholics
the duty of loyalty to the French
?

government?
Is the present government of
France "loyal to the Holy Roman

Church " ?
Is it not, rather, notoriously and
bitterly "disloyal" and hostile to
the Holy Roman Church and even to
Christianity ?
No doubt Mr. Laird believed what
he said, but he is not acquainted
with his subject. He is completely
at sea as to the Catholic doctrine of
submission to civil authority, and
especially as to its constant practical
application in the history of the
world. The fact that you heartily
dislike and distrust an institution,
such as the Church, for instance,
does not necessarily qualify you to
write about it. Knowledge also is
necessary ; else you may make mistakes, simple, but very mortifying
when pointed out.

It is not easy to say just why persons outside of the Church, who deal
with the care and helping of the poor
should be peculiarly apt to take up
fads and queer notions and theories,
but such seems to be the case. No
doubt lavish and undisenminating
giving is bad for the poor, as for any
one else. And there is some sense in
saying that people should not be
pauperized and that out-door relief is
likely to be overdone. But things
should not be carried to extremes.
A gentleman who has been engaged
in work among the poor, both professionally and privately, for many
years, tells us that at this moment
there are hundreds of families in
Boston alone, suffering from pinching
poverty, and asking nothing but the
chance to work. To talk of the danger of pauperizing these people and
taught to be
to insist that they be
self-supporting" is grimly ridiculous.
We commend this statement of fact
to Virginia Gordon, who has been
writing upon this subject, with the
kind warning that she should guawf
against becoming a doctrinaire,

"
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My Health is Solid
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Hood's^Cures

cured. All symptoms of gravel have disappeared and I have no indigestion." Fkedk.
EiBSFEED, 64 So. Carpenter St., Chicago, 111.

Hood's Pills cure all liver ills, biliousness.
Jaundice, indigestion, sick headache. 250.

THE ROSARY AND FAMILY RELIGION.
The beauty and the excellence of
the devotion of the rosary of the
Blessed Virgin Mary is generally
acknowled by Catholics, and we
believe that the practice of the devotion in families is common, at least
among the really practical and
devout portion of the Catholic people. Still it is our impression that this
practice is not as general as it ought
to be.
Our Holy Father, Leo XIII., has
taken special pains to spread this
devotion. He has set apart a whole
month
the month of October
for special devotion to the rosary, and
he has expressed a desire that the
devotion should be practiced especially in Catholic families. Why
should it not be? Why should not
every Catholic family make it a part
of their daily family devotions? Is
it possible that any Catholic father or
mother can be so tepid and worldly,
so absorbed in the cares of business
or the pleasures of social life as to
neglect this important devotion?
Consider for a moment the importance of family religion. The responsibility of parents for their children is
tremendous. They do not generally
need to be taught their responsibility
in reference to their temporal interests Unfortunately, in too many
instances the temporal interests of
their children seem to absorb all their
time and attention. Too often the
spiritual interests of their children are
almost entirely ignored, or, if cared
for at all it is in such a careless, perfunctory manner that the children
themselves are left to grow up with
the impression that their spiritual
interests are of secondary importance.
They are of course taught to go to
Church and to Sunday-school and
that is about the extent of the positive religious influences that are
brought to bear upon them. There is
no family religion, no prayers in common ; they do not say grace or bless
themselves at meals. In fact there is
scarcely anything about the house to
remind one that they are Catholics
no religious pictures, no Catholic
books or papers, and as for saying
the rosary well that may do for the
poor and the ignorant, but it is not
for intelligent, respectable people like
?

?

:

?

?

religion, or of their obligations as
Catholics ! What wonder if they prefer to associate with Protestant companions and as a consequence contract marriages with Protestants, and
finally lose what little attachment to
the Church they have and perhaps
apostatise from the faith.
The necessity of family religion is
the more pressing from the fact that
so many of our children, especially
the boys, are obliged to attend the
public schools where all the influences,
albeit silent and unobserved, are
opposed to their religion. But to
have family religion the parents
themselves must be religious and set
the example to their children. For
this purpose nothing is more important than family prayers.
If a man's heart is really in his
religion ; if he realizesits great importance to himself as well as to his
family; if he is really in earnest to
save his own soul and the souls of
the wife and children whom God has
given him he will take every favorable opportunity and adopt every
means within his reach to influence
themin theright direction, and family
prayers will thus, instead of a burden,
become a pleasure to him.
It is pretty safe to say that that
family where the rosary is said dailywill be a happy family. That very
fact is an indication of the right
spirit in the parents. It tells its own
tale of piety and devotion ; of order
and regularity in the household; of
obedience and good conduct in the
children; of conjugal and fraternal
love and devotion. It is not alone,
but it implies all that is essential to a
true and happy Catholic family. It
implies care on the part of the
parents for the children's education
not only in secular studies but
in those which are of vastly
more importance, which pertain
to their eternal well-being in
the world to come. It implies
judicious training, and all facilities
for information and instruction on
Catholic subjects, and it is the best
guarantee of the future character and
conduct of the children as well as of
their success in life.
We do not hesitate to say that the
crying need of the Catholic Church in
this country at the present time is
family religion, and the most effective instrument for promoting family
religion is family prayer the regular daily punctual recitation of the
holy rosary of the Blessed Virgin
Mary.
?

CATHOLIC CANDOR UNCANDIDLY
TREATED.
[CONTINUBD FROM PAGK ONE.]

tesy, and have provoked attack from
those who differed from him !
The treatment of Mr. Gans in the
Churchman letter is equally unfair.
We have carefully read his paper;
and have found it a clear, strong and
manly presentation of his subject.
It is honestly Catholic through and
through, as it was expected to be;
and it well shows ,the real harmony

themselves.
What wonder if those children between .the .Church's teachings and
ciyil,
grow up without any serious sense of our American institutions,
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outfitted in a style to make the average Sideboard owner turn e;reen with envy. The
bi.se below the board itself is a great
cempr-hensive arrangement of closets, chests,
drawers, partitioned compartments etc., etc,
sub-divid-d for extreme convenience.
\u25a0;
It is finished with minute regard to every
detail. For example, there is a bevelled slide
and
silver compartments,
\u25a0
>-:\u25a0* S
allowing the articles to be withdrawn more
readily, and keeping thtm in more orderly grouping.
Ask any woman what it means in the way of domestic economy and convenience to
own such a Cabinet Sideboard.
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PAINE'S FURNITURE CO.,
48 CANAL ST. I"KJ2VK2N BOSTON.
and political; rightly affirming that
the pretensions of those who would
stir up strife arc born and nourished
by an ignorance of the nature of the
Chinch, and by false conceptions of
the true spirit of our American institutions ; " that from whatever point
of view we examine [these], we find
them supported and sustained by the
Church." He puts political duty
upon conscientious grounds ; says an
American Catholic is loyal to the
American government because it is
his duty to obey God. in obeying the
powers that be; that as no man
can be disloyal to his government
and be a good Catholic, so no man
can be a good Catholic and pollute
the ballot-box, or in any other way
fraudulently frustrate the electoral
will of the people."
He does not enter iuto controversy,
any more than the Cardinal does; he
does not try to defend the Church
against the ignorance or the' malice
of opponents; nor does he justify
the divine institution for the human
imperfection or wrong or folly of
many of its adherents in one 6r
another period of history. Therefore, forsooth, he is uncandid.' He
says"the power of the Church is a
moral, not a physical power,,and its
mission the saving of souls;" and
his critic accuses him of using this
language" expressly toreassure Americans that they have nothing to fear
that she
from the Roman Church,
will have nothing to do with politics,"
etc. The charge is false. He says

"

"

''

?

the Church works out her mission
"
irrespective of the special forms of
civil government under which her
members live ; " but his critic inveighs
against the word " irrespective," and
claims that the Church would far
rather deal with a monarchy than
with any other form of government,
as "it is far easier to bargain with a
monarch than to persuade a whole
people ! " The charge is ridiculously
false. Any unprejudiced reader will
observe a like ignorance or wilful
misrepresentation in what is here
said about the public school system,
and about freedom of conscience and
worship, as wTell as an apparent misapprehension of the whole matter of
the limitationsof loyalty to any human
government,? which may well can: c
one to fall back upon Mr. Gans'
assertion that all the hostile criti'' in this connection
cism of the Church
rests upon an ignorance of the real
nature of liberty."
But we have said enough to show
this critic's spirit, and what his utterances are worth. Some people are
always suspicious of those who differ
from them, and are continually
looking for something underhanded
or uufair. The Catholic Church has
always had to meet a class of critics
of this sort, sometimes ignorant,
sometimes wilful, usually both. It
is perhaps natural to expect striking exhibitions of this style of criticism among us during this year, when
so many presentations of the Church's
greatness and influence are being
brought before the American people.
Let those who rebuke what they call
unfairness and lack of candor
remember that candor is not cant,
and try to be fair themselves.

2,400
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Delivered and set up free.
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183 MOODY STREET, WALTHArVI.
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CHERISH KINDLY FEELINGS.
Cherish

kindly feelings, children,

Nurf c them in your heart;
forget to take them with you
When from home you start;
In the school room, in the parlor,
At your work or play,
Kindly thoughts and kindly feelings
Cherish every day.

Don't

Cherish kindly feelings, children,
Towards the old and poor,
For you know they've many b'ighting
Hardships to endure ;
T>y to make their burden lighter,
Help them in their need
By some sweet and kindly feeling,
Or some generous deed.

idle spectators ; the real business of
the fair is the sale of cattle.
A wealthy farmer brought to this
Autumn fair bis numerous sf ock.
He had good luck in finding purchasers, and, at the close of the halfyearly market, had the satisfaction
of canning away with him a welllined wallet in exchange for his
flocks and herds.
Not all were as fortunate as the
jolly farmer. Not all who hovered

around the stalls and booths of the
market-place had sold their wares as
profitably as he, and some, indeed,
had nothing to- sell, and no money
with which to buy.
Cherish kindly feelings, children,
While on earth you stay ;
The latter was the case with two
They will scatter light and sunshine
men who had nothing better to do
AH along your way;
than to watch their more fortunate
Make the path of duty brighter,
neighbors.
Make your trials less,
They beheld the happy farmer reAnd what'er your lot or station,
Bring you happiness.
joicing in his luck, saw the exchange
of horses, cows and sheep, for gold,
HOLY
SOULS. silver and banknotes, and even saw
HELPED BY THE
the farmer's leathern wallet close
It was fair-day in a town of the upon a small fortune.
Pyrenees. This fair is held twice a
These two men were friends in
year only on the feasts of St. ill-luck," as they called their imMichael, for the 8th of May and the provident manner of lifer "Good
29th of September. It lasts for fortune" was no friend of theirs,
several days and is of great impor- they declared; and, talking over
tance, for from towns, villages and their mutual disappointments, they
mountain hamlets the people flock to grewembittered, discouraged, gloomy
it in vast numbers.
and envious.
A busy scene indeed it is; the
Why should those who already
rush, the shouts, the throng of cattle, have so much receive more ?" one
the crackiDg cf whips and the beat- asked the other.
ing rf drums, by which attention is
Their eyes met, their thoughts
called to public announcements of were the same. The farmer's way
all kinds, are but a few of the sounds home was their way, too. Across
and sights that might be enumerated mountain and stream, through valleys,
Gare! Garel (Look out!) is the glens and lonely paths, within sound
incessant exclamation of scores of of a rushing river, whose bed was so
voices, as horses, cows, sheep, oxen, deep and whose current swift, their
donkeys, and especially pigs, are own road lay, and so did the farfrom time to time crowded together mer's.
in wild confusion.
Let us lighten him of bis load ;
It is always a very funny, as well he will never miss it," said one.
He is strong; suppose he reas a very busy day, tharks to the
favorite domestic animal of the sists ? answered the other.
We are two."
country.
Pigs are everywhere! If you are
But if he still resists ?
We are two; your hearth, like
standing beside a stall of highly
in
mine,
candy
colored sweets, home-made
is cold, your children and mine
forms
and
primitive
are hungry and naked."
all sorts of
"But if he should still be too
colors, by a counter laden with the
strong homespun cloth of the coun- strong for us ?
No reply, only a long look into
try, deep in the examination of sabots
or
great
small,
and
each others' gloomy eyes. After
(wooden shoes)
or
cotton
awhile one asked the other : " Would
laces,
handkerchiefs,
of
silk
bandanas, p: ggy is there too, push- you do him harm ?
The question was low, the voice
ing his inquisitive nose into everything, in a persistent, but by no faltering, that asked it. The reply
means ill-natured way. Especially was long in coming; at length it
is he attracted by the perambulating came, but weak, and in an uncertain
variety-shops, the owners of which tone.
I would not take his life."
have a clever way of reminding the
<
the
contents
of
the
'But
that
he is strong ; and what if he
family
"shop," which is only a reversed resist ? reiterated the other.
There was no answer but a sigh or
umbrella filled with pins, needles
tape, buttons, with etceteras, is not a groan, and they walked on and on.
his affair. A sharp turn of the The night was growing dark.
unbrella brings the points of the
The farmer tarries late."
frame nearer to his snout than he
He is with his friends at the inn ;
finds agreeable, and he withdraws, they are feasting. He carries a light
for the time to a safe distance. But heart."
it is on'y to watch his opportunity.
Let his purse also be light,'' was
At the first favorable moment, he the reply.
makes a playful rush under the
The darkness deepened, the shadcounter," and the merchant and ows gathered around. The mountain
path became less and less distinct.
his wares are often separated.
jtrifies
'
.amuse,
But these ane
*h#
?
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They took shelter behind a beetling crag that shut them in from the
road. Daikness settled down while
they waited ; and there was yet no
moon.

A footstep was heard at last.

Their hearts beat loud, it seemed
almost as if the rushing river Gave,
instead of blood, was surging in their
veins.
" Come, are you ready ? "

The voice of the speaker was
trembling, and the reply unheard,
but they started from their lair.
It was only to re-enter it hastily.
A flood of light lay across the path,
and showed them the fanner in the
midst of a goodly company.
" His friends are accompanying
bim part of the way. Let us hasten
forward ; we can intercept him at the

Wall Papers.
THE LARGEST
STOCK OF
FINE AND
MEDIUM GRADES
OF

Wall Papers
IN BOSTON
AT THE
LOWEST PRICES.

Thomas F. Swan,
12 CORNHILL,

?

gorge."
Again all was dark, as they issued
forth and followed their prey. From
time to time the moon penetrated
through the deep shade, and showed
them the farmer walking on alone,
firm, erect and bold. His air and
manner irritated them. They were
in advance again within the mountain gorge, deep, dark, awful. They
withdrew ooce more to wait for the
traveler.
comes."
" He
Ready!"
"
" Stop!'' What is this ? " Once
more he draws near but not alone.
His friends are with him still
another chance is lost.
They must seek still another spot
?

Next door to Washington Street,

BOSTON.

Ireland!
?y><?

Drafts on Ireland for £1 and upwards can be had at our office at
low rates. We are up-town agents
for all the steamship companies and
furnish tickets to and from the Old
Country. Please give us a call.
>o(

Flynn & Mahony,
18-20 Enei St., Boston.

The honest farmer suspected nothing, and he told how he had sold his
cattle to good advantage, how he had
for their work, but it must be beyond supped with his friends and then set
a village which they are now nearing. out for home.
?

" Who were those men,"
asked each other. No matter ;

(hey

whcever they were they would not pass
the end of the gorge at that hour.
Look, he is alone ! " They saw
him clearly, now, safe beyond tbe
dangerous pass.
Through the silent streets they
followed him, and waited his coming
at a lonely cross-road. How white
they were, crouching in the darkness
hardly breathing for fear of being
overheard by him as he drew near.
An ivy covered wall hid him from
their sight for an instant. " When
he passes it will be our time."
But lo! he has passed it, and is
beside them, and fear smites them as
they behold him For the third time
he is surrounded by a group of men.

"

Alone ?"
""Yes."

you stop anywhere ? "
" Did
When he was passing a
Yes."
"
sanctuary rf our Lady, he bad sud-

denly remeirbered that it was the
anniversary of his father's death;
and he had stopped there to recite
his rosary for the souls in purgatory.
Ah, thought the priest within himself, these souls for whom he prayed
were his companions and protectors
on that fearful road. But he continued his interrogatory:
" Some of your good friends came
part of the way, at least, with you ? "
" No; it was late, and I would not
?

let them do so. I know theroad too
well to need guide or guard," was
the farmer's reply.
Ah, thought the priest again, how
Trembling and afraid they shrank
little he suspects how much he
back into the shelter of the hedge.
needed both guHc and guard that
One fell on his knees.
Come," said the other, let us night, or who they wrre who kept
go; we are not to do this devil's him company in that dread hour.
But you met some' one, either
work. Rise !" he repeated hoarsely.
But he had to help his weaker coming or going, between this and
corr pan ion to his feet, and take him the village ?"
Not a living soul," was the
by the arm and lead bim.
I shall go at once to the priest," decided answer.
The priest was convinced consaid the fear-stricken man ; come
thou with me. We have been saved vinced and grateful. He had
gained two souls to his flock, and the
from doing an evil deed."
farmer's
life was safe, thanks to the
perish
priest
They sought their
That
of the holy souls.
they
protection
and told their story,
were
not a legend, but an
to
This
is
doubt;
but,
sincere, he bad no
actual
fact
that took place in the
the
sought
priest
the
prove its truth,
neighborhood
of Liurdes less than
a
him,
general
in
farmer and asked
four
So the venerable
years
ago.
of
St.
Michael's fair
way for "news
what luck he bad, and of tbe events priest to whom it happened J&*yi£d
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that tbis ought to be a reason for
making it unfashionable. When a
CONDUCTED BY AUNT BRIDE.
thing gets common you know, it's
pretty sure to be considered a back
TT UNT BRIDE has received an number and not "good form" for
f-1 excellent suggestion for one people who keep up with the styles.
of our little talks from a friend There's no doubt about the "late
habit" being common to all sorts and
in Lawrence. She writes :
conditions
of people Aunt Bride
Dear Aunt Bride:
has in her mind's eye a conspicuous
I like your column very much and I would
bad example, a dignified Senator
like you to help me out in this. Why is it
who always comes down the aisle
so many people make such a habit of being
with ponderous tread just as the ser
late for Mass ? If some people were to
think it over they would find in one year mon is finished, his pockets stuffed
they havenotheard one whole Mass. I think with newspapers and a most un
some people have an idea it's the fashion abashed look on his face that make'

JOHN J. AHERN
\

J

?

?

Of course you do I and know very well that you
cannot do better than to call at

MAKTIN J. ROCHE'S
Steamship Office and Catholic Book Store,

18 BOW STREET,
A few doors from City Square.
Charlestown, Mass.
For that MONEY ORDER you are to send to the
Old Country.
Drafts on Ireland, England,Scotland, and Wales
for One Pound Sterling and upwards, at the lowest
prices. Remember, my office is open all day and
evening till nine o'clock.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of Ireland
and Europe by the old reliable Cunard, White Star,
Dominion, and all the other good lines of steamships
Orders by Mail and Express promptlyattended to.
N. B. Open evenings till nine o'clock.
?

THE NEW PRAYER BOOK.

Ths Manual of Prayers.
For Use of the Catholio Laity,
The only correct and complete compendium
of the Prayers and Ceremonies of
the Church ever published.

Authorized by the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore and indorsed with the approval of His Eminence,
Cardinal Gibbons.and by every Archbishop~and Bishop
of the American Hierarchy.

Twenty four styles of Binding.
Prices from $1.25 to $8.
Orders by mail solicited.
Send for new Illustrated Catalogue.
JOHN MURPHY & CO., Publishers, Baltimore Md.

Established 1854.

Ghas. J. Schumacher & Sons,
INTERIOR DECORATORS OF

Churches, Halls,
ETC..
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WIVES AND MOTHERS, REMEMBER.
The Catholic Church has purified,
society in its very fountain, which
is the marriage bond. She has

invariably proclaimed the unity and
sanctity and indissolubility of tbe
marriage tic by saying with the
Founder that " What God has joined
together let no man put asunder."
Wives and mothers, never forget
that the inviolability of the marriage
contract is the palladium of your
womanly dignity and of your Christian liberty. And if you are no
longer the slaves of man and the toy
of his caprice, like the wives of
Asiatic countries, but the peers and
partners of your husbands: if you
are no longer the tenants at will, like
the wives of pagan Greece and
Rome, but the mistresses of your
household : if you are no longer confronted by usurping rivals, like
Mohammendan and Mormon wives,
but the queens of the domestic kingdom, you are indebted for this priceless boon to the ancient Church, and
particularly to the Roman Pontiffs,
who ir flexibly upheld the sacredness
of the nuptial bond against the arbitrary power of kings, the lust of
nobles and the lax and pernicious
legislation of civil governments
?

Cardikal Gibjbojw,
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go in late. Tney like to show the some of us feel as if we ought t<
styles may be, or perhaps they just sleep too apologizefor having got there early.
long to allow themselves time to get there
What strikes Aunt Bride most
early. There are exceptions I know, but 1 forcibly about this "being late habit '
always think in that case God will take the is its uncomplimentary side. If one
will for the deed. For my part I think
of us had been invited to dine with
when it's not their fault they might better
Queen Victoria or the Czar of Russi?,
say their prayers at home and not be going
likely to happen, in Aunt
in when Mass was half over, showing bad (which isn't
to

Bride's case at least, she can't tell
example.
I can see no excuse for girls in their own what dreadful things may befall tbe
homes, and I know where people have rest of you), at nine o'clock, you
breakfast early enough for the girls to have wouldn't dare to think of such a distime to get to church and still they are late. courtesy as to get there at a quarter
I don't pretend to know how to write for past the hour, would you now? And
the paper but sometimes I don't have any- yet every Sunday we are invited to a
thing to do, and one of the subscribers I wonderful feast with a King who mgot for the paper had this habit and I saw ot the ruler of one nation but of all
it was all her own fault so I think it will countries and all
worlds. And we
impress a good many by having a little talk
think nothing of entering his house
about it in Aunt Bride's column, and I will
long after the hour appointed. Ii
let her say the rest.
really
seems to Aunt Bdde sometimes
Yours respectfully,
that we don't believe half the things
K. F. C.
we say we do. If we did we would
That's a first-class suggestion f"r do some things
differently.
a rousing sermon, dear K. F. C , and
Some of you will no doubt be
Aunt Bride is not at all sure that shocked if Aunt Bride says there's
preaching discourses is in her line. such a thing as having too much
Besides, Aunt Bride has a suspicion faith in God, but she does think when
that the text has done duty at the we actually turn over in bed for
head of some mighty fine sermons. another snooze, firm in belief that if
However it does seem to Aunt Bride the Lord really wants us to get to
as if there wasn't anything more church in time, he will see to it that
common than the " late habit" and we're there that's an example of
we can't have too many " shakings too much faith.
up " on the subject, so perhaps the
There are some queer things about
regular preachers will not feel very going to church besides the "late
badly if she poaches a little on their habit." We know that we can get
preserves. It does seem sometimes into church without money, and we
as if our consciences grew a little do not forget it. We
know that there
rusty and needed something real is usually a collection taken up for
sharp to eat away the rust and make some good object and we doforget
the machinery go along as fast as our pocketbook We have heard
usual. A conscience is one of the that if
we get in before the Gospel
things you really can't afford to stop we do not miss Mass, and we refor repairs. If you did, there's no member
it. We know very well that
telling what might happen. Some of we ought to be there when Mass
us really might persuade ourselves
begins and we forget it. This is
that it wouldn't be any harm to sleep what Aunt Bride calls queer.
the rest of the forenoon and not to
When Aunt Bride was a little girl,
go to Mass at all. And by the way, some one used to say to her, " take
it seems as if there must be an awful care, little girl, or you'll be late for
number of rusty consciences in the heaven one of these days." It seems
world. If there weren'tthere couldn't a good thing to think about. If we
possibly be so much suffering in the don't industriously set about weeding
world as the result of other people's out the latehabit" it may get the bet"
doings or want of doing.
ter hand of us until we'll stop on tbe
But suppose we get back to our last day to fix the buttons on that we
subject. Aunt Bride doesn't seem should have attended to before, and
to be able to talk very straight, does so co straggling in after the trump t
she. Her ideas have a wayof getting call has sounded, and we'll be very
side-tracked that suggests collisions glad if we get even the very most
remotest place, and Aunt B ride
of all sorts. There must be a great hasn't a doubt that we shall be wonmany good habits that are common derfully su'prised to see some of the
but somehow the bad habits are people who were not in our set and
always much more conspicuous and who were never fashionably late octhe " late habit " is one of the most cupying theplaces nearest the throne.
commpn. It seems to An»t Bride
A-VVT ?J«dk.
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HERE HE IS.
®

®

NOW DON'T

®

think because you

don't see any houses advertised for
sale in this column this week that I
have sold them all.
No, not all.

There are a few more

left, and I should be pleased to sell
them to you.

So give me a call.

What I want to impress you with

FIRE
INSURE

this week is that 1 handle

INSURANCE, and that I can

HOUSE or HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE in the VERY BEST and
your

STRONGEST companies,
CHEAPLY as any one.

and as

If you don't know what it will cost

INSURE your HOUSE or HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, call at my office,
to

or drop me a postal and I will let you

know at once.
DON'T remain under the impression
that you

" can't afford " to carry Fire

Insurance.

YOU CAN,

and the sooner you make up your
mind to insure, the better it will be
for yourself and your family.
You should consider it as one of
your living expenses.
JUST IMAGINE a fire in your house
to-morrow, and

ruined by fire

all your furniture
or water!
HOW

WOULD YOU FEEL ? FEEL FOOL
ISH, of

course, that yon didn't spend
to
three
five dollais, and have your

furniture insured for five hundred
dollars for five years.

JOHN J. AHERN,

Auctioneer.

Real Estate
and
Insurance.
?

?

Boston Office,

Smith Building, Court Square, Rom 43.

Cambridge Office,
?226 Cambridge gMt fhm I
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NEW CURE FOR DIPHTHERIA.

A remarkable remedy for diphtheria is reported in one of the
French medical journals. It consists
in swabbing the throat with common
petroleum, applications being made
t
every hour or two hours according
with you. Q
to the thickness of the membranes,
Illness frequently results
n
which become diluted under the
water,
of
food,
X. action of
from changes
the petroleum. The chief
»?T climate, habits, etc., and the yJ?
care to be exercised is to prevent
Cj remedy is Beecham's Pills.
any drops falling into the windpipe.
6
Of forty malignant cases treated in
this way all were successful. Diphtheria is much more fatal than smallpox but less contagious. It does
FriendlyHints.
not come, like influenza, for instance,
in the air, but every case is from a
previous case and the patient should,
therefore, be carefully isolated. It
HOW TO TREAT A CHILD.
is hard to distinguish this dread
disease, in its early stage, from an
When a child does wrong we ordinary sore throat, and it should
should try to probe to the spring of be remercb2red that children who
have nasal catarrh are peculiarly
the action and apply the remedy suscep'.ible to
infect; on.
there. If he disobeys we should ask
ourselves whether the obedience we
A NEW HEALING OIL.
demanded was reasonable, and
whether to render it did not require
Extraordinary stories are told of
him to overcome, a temptation beyond the [healing properties of a new oil
his power to resist.
which is easily made from the yolk
To dress a child in spotless attire, of hens' eggs. The eggs are first
and send him out to play with the boiled hard, and tbe yolks are then
injunction not to soil his clothes, is as removed, crushed, and placed over a
futile as to tell him to swim without fire, where they are carefully stirred
going near the water. Contact with until the substance is on the point of
mother earth, which his imperative catching fire, when the oil separates
the oil may be poured off. One
instincts compel him to seek, makes and
yolk will yield nearly two teaspoonobedience impossible. Dress him fuls of oil. It is in general use
sensibly and let him get face and among the cclonists of South Russia
hands dirty; they will wash. If it as a means of curing cuts, bruises,
seems necessary that he should be etc.
made more careful, instead of taking
SLEEP FOR WOMEN.
off the soiled clothing, ecolding him,
him,
let
shaking him and redressing
A physician who is a specialist in
him wear the offending garments for nervous diseases, says that wcmen
a time until he is ashamed of their should sleep at least nine hours at
condition, and make him understand night and one hour in the day time.
that if he is careless he must abide by A woman will plead that she hasn't
the consequences.
time to lie down for a few minutes in
If a child takes sweet things "on the day time; and she will infringe
the sly " it may be because he does upon the hours of the night, which
not have a sufficient quantity of sac- should be given to sound, healthy,
charine matter with his daily food. needed sleep, in order to finish some
Give him more sugar or jam at his piece of woik which could as well be
completed on the morrow. She will
meals and a little candy after them.
rush and hurry all day lorg, and
Many persons can recall the uncon- then, when the household is hushed
trollablelonging for sweetmeats which in slumber at night, she will sit up to
haunted their childhood. But be read the daily paper, thinking she
sure that you do not give him too will not have to pay for the time she
is stealing from the health-giving
much for his good health.
sleep that comes before midnight.
At the same time make the offender understand that he has for a time
ALIVE OR DEAD.
forfeited your perfect confidence;
that you would have given him what
If the finger of a person in whom
he wanted had he asked for it; so he life still lingers be tightly bound
with
has been foolish as well as greedy,
a piece of string, the erd of the
and lhat no manly man seizes what fioger soon
becomes red and then
he wants without stopping to ask
bluish. But if the individual be dead
whether he is getting it rightfully or
no such effect will be produced by
wrongfully. He will appreciate the the applicaticn of a lig-ature. If durforce of your argument, and the ing life a clean and bright needle be
next time the doughnuts tempt him thrust,into the muscles of the body
he will be far more likely to resist the steel rapidly rusts on being withno such oxydathan if he had been whipped for tak- drawn. After death
tion takes place, it is said. Howing them.
ever, the certainty of this latter test
That inward monitor which we call is disputed. One of the most familconscience is with the boy when you iar m Jthods of determining absence
cannot watch him. If you can arouse o; If i is that of producing a blister
by heat, as with the flame of a canthat and keep it on the alert you have
dle. If the skin beneath and around
provided a better safeguard than the the blister becomes red, the indiv'duaj lives otherwise Jhe is dead.
fesp of punishment.

Beecham's
-Pills
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ST. BERNARD'S COURAGE

a sanguinary and stubborn German

monk, declared himself commissioned
of the Lord to undertake a home crusade, and preaching upon the text,
death to the Jews," soon acquired
an enormous following. Finding his
written remonstrances unheeded by
the truculent Rudolph or by the
frantic mob which surrounded him,
Bernard went himself to Mayence,
met Rudolph and his murderous rabble, and broke their spirit almost as
suddenly and quite as completely as
he had b f oken that of William of
no more to Bernard than a hind at Aquitaine. He unquestionably saved
the plough when he was tardy in do- the Jews, as they themselves grateing justice, says Dr. Storrs, in bis fully acknowledged, from prolonged
life of the great saint. A yet more and general massacre.
signal instance of fearlessness was
given in 1135. William Duke of
ORDINATION IN DORCHESTER.
Aquitaine, had expelled certain bisThe time from the 20th of Septemhops from their sees. He was a man
ber
to the Ist of October was of pecuof vast stature and cf almost gigantic
liar
joy in St. Petri's parish, Dorstrength, with a peculiarly violent
chester.
On Tuesday, the 26th,
temper. To this remorseless and teran
event very unusual in a
occurred
rible ruffian, fenced aboutwith all the
church,
the ordination of a
parish
resources of human power, came Berman
the
young
of
the
to
sacred priesthood.
Papal
nard as tbe associate
The
Rev.
Florence
J. Halloran was
a
tremenlegate. The Duke swore
born
in
restore
and
passed from
Dorchester,
dous oath never to
the deto
Bernard
her
old
Mather
School
Boston ColThereupon
posed bishops.
and
hence
to
Seminlege,
Brighton
1
broke up the discussion and probut,
health
he
failing
him,
his
ary;
ceeded to the church and celebrated
Mass. When the Host had been con- was obliged to pursue his theological
secrated, Bernard with lifted arms course in the seminary at Baltimore.
and flashing face, and with eyes that Wherever he went honors and csf eem
burned with indignant menace, awaited him, and he now goes to
advanced directly to the Duke with Washington University, there to
the paten in his hands, and said in enjoy a two years' course of higher
tones of terrible authority : We have education. At the request of his
besought you and you have spurned pastor he was ordained priest by
us. Behold here comes to you tbe Bishop Brady in the church where lie
Virgin's Son, the head and Lord of was confirmed and made his first comthe Church which you persecute. munion, and whereas an altar boy he
Your Judge is here, at whose name had often served Mass. On Sunday
every knee shall bow, of things in he sang his fir-t high Mass, assisted
heaven and thiDgs on earth and by his old friends and fellow alar
things under the earth. Your Judge boys, the Rev. Thomas F. Brannan
is here into whose hands your soul is of Winchester, and the Rev. Corneto pass will you spurn him also ? lius O Connor of Soulh B ston.
Father Ronan's jubilee year has
Will you despise him as you have
been fittingly crowned by this joyful
despised his servants ?
An awful silence fell on the assem- event, and also by his forma'ion of a
bly, and a dread expectation as if new parish at the northern end of
miracles were returning. The furi- Dorchester, to hi called St, Margais
ous and implacable Di ke, pierced in ret's. The temporary church
spirit, fell to the ground with loos- nearly ready for use, and is in the
ened and unsupporting limbs, ard pastoral care of Rev. Father Ryan,
lay there speechless, prone, insensi- laiely curate at Brookline.
ble. Lifted by his kiights, he cou'd
not stand or see, and fell again, llff ft UTEA A si'uatif-n as Organist and Director

When the great Count of Champagne, in whose territory lay the convent of Clairvaux, had inflicted injustice on one of his vassals, Bernard
wrote to him with a sharpness which
probably no other man in the province would have dared to do. The
powerful and irresponsible master of
the province, the grandson of William the Conqueror, so rich in treasure and soldiers that he faced the
king of France in equal battle, was

"

"

:

"

foaming at the mouth. Bernard bade
him rise and listen standing to the
jidgment cf God. He presented tbe
bishop a prelate who had been violently expelled from his see, and commanded the Duke to give him then
and there the kiss of peace and
restore him to his throne. The terrible soldier was not able to answer,
but he obeyed met kly, and with a
k ;ss led the bishop to his place. Noi
was his submission to the Church
but temporary; he gave himself up
from that time to repentance for sin
and to the service of religion, and h°
is said to have died not long sfter on
a penitential visit to the shrine of St.

James of Compostella.

fff His I l-w by a ihoioughly competent gentleman. Refers by kind permi sion to Very Rev. J.
Hogan, Catholic University, Washington, D. C.
Address, ORGANIST, 22 Pcmberton Square, Room
8, Boston.

TO EUROPE IN SIX DAYS!

Steerage, $34.00 and

#25 00.
Second Cabin, #30.00

to $40.00.
First Cabin, $45.00 to $100.00.
Draft* at Low Rate*.
General Agency tor aU Une*.
Swlfteat and Best Steamer*.

>rdart by Mall

Eiprew promptly attended t».

«i
alone
Chas. Y. Dasey,
shown to kings and emperors, but he
equally
faced with
dauntless com- 7 Broad St., 4 doors from Star*».
posure thejfury of the .mob, Rudolph,.

Bernard's courage was

not
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pure cream of tartar powder.

scientist has said, " Give me the control of your kitchens for ten years
and T will empty your jailsof juvenile
offenders."

BETTER FOOD FOR LESS MONEY.
It has often been said that an
American family wastes as much food
as would keep a French family alive.
There is no doubt that in this counPure and Sure.

A rounded teaspoonful of
Cleveland's baking powder
does more work and finer
work than a heaping one of
any other.

TheHousewife.
Our lady readers are requested to send to this
department recipes which they know to be good.

COOKING AND HEALTH.
unlettered New England
woman returning from the World's
Fair, where she attended a series of
lectures on cooking, electrified her
husband by saying, 'Twas wuth the
trip to Chicago, Amos, to find out
the cause o'Tom's spells.' It's our
fried vittles !" Thus in crude and
concrete terms she demonstrated
that she had grasped a new principle
in household economics. Never
before had it dawned upon her that
there was the slightest connection
spells" of their
between the
orphaned grandchild and his diet.

An

"

'

.

"

The boy manifested at tim»»s a most
violent spirit and even vicious traits.
The grandparents, reared on fried
pork, hot doughnuts and strong
coffee, ignorantly spread the same
foodbefore a child having an entirely
different physique and living among
more stimulating surroundings. This

try we do waste a great deal. In the
first place, we are inclired to be easygoing ; we hate to take the trouble
to be careful and saving. Then
again, we think it looks mean " to
be too economical. But perhaps the
chief reason why we are not more
saving in our food is that we do not
know how to be. We do not accuse
the French of being mean ; we know
that they live well and we are glad to
imitate their delicious cooking if we
can. Yet they will get alone: with
an outlay for food which would seem
to us impossibly small.
Of course the French are very ingenious, and they know how to make
use of left overs which we throw
away. Then they are not ashamed
to be economical. They know that
if they can save something from the
table, while still living well enough
for health and strength, they will
have just so much more money for
other purposes ; for education,
rational amusement or charity.
Mr. Edward Atkinson of Boston
has shown bow poor families can live
well for a great deal less than it costs
them now; and Prof. Atwater, in the
Forum, declares "that we waste at
the store, at the market and in the
house enough to make us wealthy if
we would only save it." Round
steak, at fifteen cents a pound, is as
strengthening and as easily digested
as tenderloin at fifty cents. Mackerel is really as good food as salmon,
and costs not half as much. Beefneck, cornmeal, cat meal and salt
pork are all nourishing foods and
cheap. For persons who really wish
to be saving and economical it is
easy to learn how; and there is nothing in it to be ashamed of.

"

"

"

woman is a type of many, some of
whom claim to be well educated,
who have no understanding whatever
of tfie laws which govern the physical well-being of their families. But
each one who is roused from htr
ignorance and apathy on these and
kindred subjects contributes, indirectly at least, to the lessening of the HOW TO SCOUR WATER BOTTLES.

criminal classes.

An eminent social

Edw.Kakas<£Sons
FURRIERS,
162
TREMONT ST.
We make to order the finest

Carafes, which have so largely
replaced the ice-pitcher, are really
very pleasing and refreshing to look
at if they are kept fastidiously clean
and bright. Unfortunately the purest
water obtainable very soon dulls the
inside, and it isn't every one who
knows a quick and easy method of
removing this. A very simple thing
to do is to tear a newspaper into
small bits and nearly or quite fill the
carafe. Then pour in warm soapsuds,
with a little ammonia added, and
shake well. The paper will soon
scour the bottle thoroughly clean,
and it only remains to rinse it out
well before using again.

LEARNED BY EXPERIENCE.

loses
SABLE AND SEAL GARMENTS carelesslyfruithandled
No

from Extra Selected Skins.

EXCLUSIVE STYLES.

flavor from being
more quickly than
Apples which have been

apples.
well stored retain theirflavor throughout the winter, but those which have

been allowed to lie about with decaying ones, or are stored loosely in
barrels either lose their flavor or
acquire a rank taste from the conditions around them.
Half the battle in washing dishes
is keeping the dish cloths and
towels clean. Washing out once a
week in ammonia water should never
be neglected.

hat turned up in the back, with a
ribbon bow. The brim was edged
with lace, while two large white
plumes ornamented the crown.
Never once during the interval of
indecision did the mother glance
towards the array of black or brown
straws. Lizzie must have a big white
hat, and of course the saleswoman
was only too glad to show the expensive models. The father seemed
proud of the new "rig," and from
his soiled and greasy pocketbook
gladly paid the money for the inappropriate hat just selected. The

Skimmed milk makes hardwood
floor, stained ones, and oil cloth look
shiny. A woolen cloth should be
used to wipe the floor.
looker-on could not but imagine its
condition a few week's hence, when
A large piece of charcoal put into bedraggled and soiled, it would look
a refrigerator will help to keep it so mean. In fact, there was quite a
sweet. It should be renewed every number of interested spectators slyly
watching the scene, doubtless led
week.
by the contrast of such finery with
Tea trays and all Japanned goods the general appearance of thefamily.
should be cleaned with a sponge wet It seemed such a pity that the sum
with warm water and a little soap.
spent that morning should not have
been for m re serviceable apparel,
Rice flour wafers, slightly sweet- but who would venture to interfere.
ened, are a nice dainty for afternoon
r

?<»

teas.

Marion.

ALL FOR SHOW.
It is no uncommon circumstance
find a pair of portieres and a
piano-lamp in a tenement where
there is not an extra pair of sheets,
an unbroken dish, or a superfluous
spoon. I am often reminded of how
to

Hospitals were unknown to the
Pagan world before the coming of
Christ. The copious vocabularies of
G recce and Rome had no word even to
express that term. The Catholic
Church has hospitals for the treatment
and cureof every form of disease. She
scud herdaughters of charity and mercy
to the batile field and to the plague
stricken city.
Cardinal Gibboss.
?

unwisely workingmen's wives spend
money when shopping, but never
more vividly than the other day
when I watched a family in a Pittsburgh store. The occasion was important, that was easy to see, for
even the father had left his work to
take part in the selections. The
mother, with her baby in her arms,
was poorly dressed and with little
attention to details. She wore no
gloves and her shoes were slipshod,
and her choker unfastened. The
father led a small boy who was rather
gaily attired, but the chief object
was a girl of twelve or fourteen,
whom they were fitting out. They had
been on the second floor, as appeared
in the new dress and new jacket
a very light delicate affair, in the
height of fashion, which was bound
to show wear very soon, unless kept
far more carefully than there was
any likelihood of its being. Now
they were trying on a big lejhorn

Chocolat-Menier most effective.

Not a narcotic, like Tea, Coffee, or
Cocoa, but a strengthening, unadulterated FOOD.

Cocoa & Chocolate

ARE NO MORE TO BE COMPARED WITH
EACH OTHER THAN

Skimmed Milk
to Pure Cream.

Pamphlets giving- recipes, and sample, by ad| dressing;
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IOLrisuh etter.
We've sailed the wide sea o'er
Far from our native shore,
But now our ship is homeward bound across the
western main,
Our friends we long to see,
And with them happy be,
Oh, soon we'll reach old Ireland, for we're hastening home again.
The sun shines bright and gay,
Our ship is under way,
The waves are heaving gently and the forenoon

weather's

grand.

The wind is blowing fair,
And naught have we to care,
For onward we are speeding home
native land.

to our

own

Home is our watchword dear,
Each hour we're drawing more near,
To our old native country, where soon we hope to
be,
Our spirits now are high,
For in the near by and by
The friends that we have left behind we once again
shall see.
Our bark sails with the breeze,
Upon the distant seas,

'Tis far

away from Ireland we have been this
many a day,
Our voyage is nearly o'er,
And soon green Erin's shoie
We'll reach and be at home again though we've
been long away.

steamers shall have their wishes com- Father Peter, Rev. Father O'Hanlon,
plied with, if they will write on the Rev. Father Jarlath, Rev. Father
corner of their letters
" Via Queens- Tracy, and Maurice Healy M. P.
town ;" note well the two words, let The great address of the evening was
them sink deep into Irish hearts for delivered by Very Rev. Canon Mcthey mean much to dear old Catholic Namara who in the course of his
Ireland. If every son and daughter magnificent oration said :
of Ireland residing in the United
It was such a long time since he
States would place " Via Queenshad the pleasure of speaking to so
town" on the address when writing large an assemblage upon this subto friends on the Old Sod the Queens- ject that he really knew not how to
town steamers would carry a hundred begin. The resolution was that we
"
sacks of mail to every one carried by pledge ourselves to support the cause
the Southampton liners, and it would of total abstinence (and let them
mind these words) and to do everygive such an impetus to the trade of thing in our power to promote the
Queenstown as to invoke blessings spread of total abstinence amongst
upon theirheads from the poor work- the people." Could any one hesitate
ing people of that port from whom for a moment about that? There
certain ways by which they
the Southamptoncapitalists are taking were
could support the movement. In the
the bread and butter. Up readers of first place the people who really and
the Irish Letter and be counted; see heartily desired the promotion of this
to it when sending a letter, or paper movement should bear in mind that
to Ireland that you write "Via they themselves should practice selfdenial. Then, total abstinence was
Queenstown" on the address, and the only foundation upon which would
thereby prove you're Irish to the core. be built the edifice of sobriety. Very
extreme andterrible diseases required
Mr. Akthur O'Connor, M. P., who very extreme remedies. If a man
is expected to visit Boston in the near would take a glass of ale with his
future with Messers. Edward Blake dinner, did he commit a sin? No;
would be able to do
and Florence Driscoll, M. P's, has and if every man
it, everything would be right.
with
been marked down as the future But, unfortunately he did not know
speaker of the Irish House of Com- how the disposition of the people
mons. The three gentlemen will be appeared to be this. Let an Irishgiven a grand reception in Boston; man look at a glass of whisky, and
it seemed to have a heavenly charm
the entire affair will be under the
about it that he couldn't resist; let
auspices of the Irish National Feder- him look at any intoxicating drink,
ation of Massachusetts and it is ex- and he must go beyond bounds with it.
pected that at least 3,000 persons Total abstinence was the one
and only thing and it was
will attend.
hopeless to be talking of mere
The Catholic or parochial schools temperance. They should supof Ireland have once again demon- port the early Saturday and Sunday
closing of public houses. The early
strated their superiority. At the Saturday closing was the more imporrecently held examinations the Chris- tant, because it was on Saturday
tian Brothers' schools in Cork suc- evening that all the mischief was
ceeded in capturing 30 exhibition done. It was then the men had their
prizes and first place on the roll of wages, and they took their earnings
to the public house. On the followhonor. The second place was also
ing Sunday they were not fit to go to
won by a Catholic school, that of Holy Mass, and they didn't go to
the Christian Brothers in North Rich- Church. The result was they became
Oh,
mond street, Dublin, which carried off perfect pagans in practice.
would
be
what
stopped
misery
by
exhibitions;
seventeen
Clongowes
closing on Saturday. What
early
Wood College captured fourteen
hunger, what want would be averted!
exhibitions and third place; the What offences to the Eternal would
Methodist College, Belfast, coming be prevented! It was the one great
in fourth with twelve exhibitions to thing to have done. If it were necesits credit; the Christian Brothers' sary, let the public houses be opened
couple of hours on Sunday.
school, Newry, fifth with eleven; the for a them be closed
But let
at once
high school, Dublin, sixth with ten, say at seven p. H. and let them not
while for seventh place, the Christian be opened till ten o'clock on Monday
Brothers' schools, Limerick, St, morning. That would be a great
Colman's Catholic College, Fermoy, step in the right direction, and he
earnestly trusted that every man who
and the Presentation Brothers'
had a single spark of love of country
Catholic College, Mardyke, Cork, in his heart would assist the movewere tied, having each secured ment. He himself had grown so
nine exhibitions. So far as honors weary in thinking over it that he had
and prizes went the pupils of the elmost made up his mind to have no
more to do with this question. Was
Protestant schools were vanquished it possible that they, Irishmen, really
at every point by the bright and well professing to be religious Christians
trained pupils of the Christain would allow themselves to be taunted
with the most horrible of taunts
Brothers.
that they were a nation of drunkards.
One of the largest Temperance Unfortunately they gave every reason
meetings held in the City of the Lee for it. An American officer who had
since the days of Ireland's Temper- visited the city recently said to him,
'' I saw more drunkenness for the
ance Apostle Father Mathew
two or three days I spent there than
recently took place at the Cork I saw for six months in the United
Assembly Rooms. The meeting was States; I declare to God I did."
a most representative one including And it was true. It was awful to
people of all creeds and conditions think of, and was it not humiliating
to the priests of God to hear that
of life. Very Rev. Canon Maguire
said of the children of the Church of
presided and amongst those on the God; of men who believed in God,
platform were: Very Rev. Canon and in salvation; who believed in
McNamara, P. P., Monkstown, Rev. hell, and yet coolly and deliberately
?

?

?

Anything to beat Ireland, anything to kill her trade, or anything
that will tend in the least to prevent
her from rising into her old time
prominence in the commercial world
seems to be the cry of British capitalists. For years they have been
working indefatigably, day and night,
to paralyze her greatest seaport
the Cove of Cork, at present better
known under the name of Queenstown. Their pet dream has been
to substitute Southamptonfor Queenstown as the port of call for the
ocean greyhounds Every pressure
has been brought to bear upon the
great Atlantic steamship companies
to get them to withdraw their steamships from the Queenstown route and
place them upon the Southampton.
So far their efforts have not been
very sucessful as the superiority of
Queenstown as a port of call and
terminal is beyond dispute. It is
true that one Steamship Company
and here let it be recorded, that its
steamships sail under the stars and
has withdrawn its fleet from
stripes
Queenstown and that they now ply
between New York and Southampton.
The very act in withdrawing the
steamers from Queenstown and
sending them to Southampton is
a disgrace to the American Flag,
and one that should be remembered by travelers, who have at heart
the welfare of Ireland. But at the
present moment the capitalists are
making strenuous efforts to bring the
claims of Southampton prominently
before the Postmaster-Generals of
England and the United States.
They wish to secure the entire American mails for the Southampton
steamers, and here is presented the
opportunity for the friends of Ireland
to show their hands and back the
Irish seaport. The American Postmaster-General has replied that
everybody who desires to have their
letters forwarded by the Queenstown
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

It curesColds,Coughs,Sore ThroatCroupJnfluenza, Whooping: Cough,Bronchitis and Asthma. A
cure for Consumption in first stages, and
certainrelief
in advanced stages. TJse at once
a sure
You will see the excellent effect after taking tht
first dose. Sold by dealers everywhere. Large
bottles 50 cents and $1.00

threw all to the winris
threw God,
their religion, and their priests?-and
walked straight into everlasting perdition? It was not he who said that,
but St. Paul who said, The drunkard shall neversee the face of God."
They all said they loved their
country, but if they loved their
country let them now for the love of
their fatherland, let them give up the
drink for the higher motive; for
the love of God
Almighty,
There
let them give it up.
was no use in talking about
Ireland being poor. No; she was
not poor. Her poverty was her own
making, and she suffered from the
hands of her own children. How
could she be poor when ten millions
of money went out from the workingmen of Ireland for drink? Good
God, let them think of that! Let
them think of what might be done
with ten millions in improving the
country, and in providing seasonable
and useful and intellectual enjoyments for the people. And where
was the money now? he asked the
workingmen of Cork. It was gone
to enrich the coffers of the Exchequer
of the Government. It was gone
to make others roll in wealth while
they were going about in rags and
tatters, and in hunger and in want.
Where was the common sense of
that? Let them give up drink, and
they would open the avenue to prosperity. They would be rich, and
they would be really good Irishmen
and children of Almighty God. He
was glad he had the opportunity of
speaking to them. He had thrown
out these remarks from the fulness
of his heart. He asked them to take
up the work once more. He was
sorry he had nothing but the old trite
thing to speak, but he had the good
will and desire to serve them. They
had fallen away a little. Let them
rise again. Let them begin the
movement again in God's name, and
if they said they would do the work
was done. He would willingly give
his life for the grand principle of
\u25a0?

"

?

total abstinence.

M. T. Roche.

CATHOLIC BOOKS
)AND(

RELIGIOUS GOODS.
Largi and Will Silictid Stock.
Low Prices.

THOMAS B. NOONAN & CO.,
Pnbliahera, Bookaellera, and Dealer*
In Church Qooda.

17, 19, and 21 Boylston Street,
Boston,

Mau.
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aSneds onsense.
N

F
Factsnd igures.
The smallest bird is the West
India humming bird. Its body is
less than an inch long, and weighs
only 20 grains.

An English watchmaker exhibits
an engine of 122 distinct pieces (not
including 33 bolts and screws) which
could be hidden in a lady's thimble.

of that mineral in the known world.
There is no true flint in the United
States, but hornstone so closely
resembles it that it takes an expert
" Robert fell off a fifty-foot ladder
to tell the difference. This rock and wasn't hurt a bit "
hurt ? I don't believe it."
supplied arrowheads to Indians hun" Not
quite true. He fell off the
dreds and thousands of miles away.
It's
" rung."
bottom
of
arrowheads
in
discovery
The
these
the Mississippi Valley has led to the
know why bees never sit down,"
" IWalter.
belief that a system of commercial said
exchange must have existed among
Why, dear? " asked his mother.
" 'Cause
the red men in former centuries.
they have pins in their
" tails,,and
According to an Indian tradition the coat
they's afraid to."
mountain is the body of a monster
moose that was slain by a giant.
" Professor," said a graduate, trying to be pathetic at parting, " I am
USES OF THE BAMBOO.
indebted to you for all I know."

Over 100,000 women in New
York are working for wages. Threefifths of them support whole families.
In a test case it was found that the
single women employed in a certain
institution were supporting more
It is hoped by the Department of
people than the married men in the Agriculture that the bamboo may yet
same place.
be cultivated in this country as it is
The largest slide in the world is in China, where it supplies a large
at Alprach, in Switzerland, from part of the wants of the people, being
Mount Pilatus to Lake Lucerne, applied to more than 500 different
eight miles. It is made of the trunks purposes. In the Flowery Kingdom
of 35 000 trees, laid at an angle of it takes the place of both iron and
ten to eighteen degrees, and logs steel. The farmer builds his house
placed in it descend to the lake in and fences out of it, his farming
utensils as well as his household
six minutes.
furniture are manufactured from it,
The working power of an able- while tender shoots furnish him with
bodied adult is equal to 300 foot- a most delicious vegetable for his
tons daily; that of ahorse, 3000; and table.
that of steam horse-power, 4,000
The roots are carved into fantastic
The highest number of foot-tons per images, or cut into lantern handles
inhabitant exerted daily, including and canes. The tapering culms are
hand, horse, and steam, is greatest used for the props of houses, the
in the United Kingdom, being 1,260, framework of awning*, the ribs of
and least in Portugal, where it does sails and shafts of rakes, for fences
not exceed 280.
and every sort of frames, coops and
cages, and the handles and ribs of
The street-car system of Tallaumbrellas and fans. The leaves are
hassee, Fla., consisting of one car, is sewed into
raincoats and thatches.
operated by a negro and a mule,
shavings

both of whom live only to please the
people. If the car happens to be
going one way and a passenger wants
to go in an opposite direction he has
only to say so and the mule is
immediately hitched to the other
end and the car started in the desired
direction.
Among

the interesting exhibits

at

"

"

DSEND

Lake, in Maine, is wholly composed
of hornstone, and is the largest mass SOMERVILLE

For the worst cases of chronic Catarrh, for
Catarrhal Headache, impaired taste, smell,
or hearing, and all the troubles that follow
Catarrh, there's nothing so prompt to relieve
and so certain to cure, as Dr. Sage's Catarrh
Remedy. Its proprietors offer $500 reward
for any case of Catarrh which they cannot
cure.

'

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Is Mrs. Binks at home ?
Servant. No'm.
Lady.? Can you tell me when she
will be at home ?
Servant.-?\u25a0 As soon as she gets
the parlor dusted, mum, an' she's
almost finished now.
Lady.?

?

"I

had to

be away from school

______

He
If you did not love me, why
did you encourage me ?
She? I ? Encourage you ?
He.? For two seasons you have
accepted every one of my invitations
to the theatre, etc.
She.? That was not because I
loved you. It was because I loved
the theatre.
?

THE LEXICON OF YOUTH.

Parents cannot be too careful how
they answer the apparently trivial
questions of their children. It would
almost seem as if a child's dictionary
were a necessity of the age. Here is
an illustration:
Pa," said a little chap to his
ALL KINDS. ALL PRICES.
father, what does a man mean when
he says, "I'll fix you ?"
Cor. Portland and Sudbury streets,
Means that he'll do him up,"
BOSTON.

ESKS

fpain

But then, what does 'do him up
mean ? "
Say," said a city youth to a modBother ! You ask too many quesest countryman, "got the hay seed tions, child. It means that he is goout of your hair yet?"
ing to kill him."
Wall," was the deliberate reply,
The little fellow was silenced for
I jedge not from the way calves the time but, as events proved, he
?
run arter me."
thought over the subject. Soon after
Yes, sir," said Japsmith, I he was taken ill, and the family docwashed my hands of the entire trans- tor being absent a strange physician
was summoned. Left alone with
action."
Why didn't you use some soap ? him for a few moments tbe little felasked Cumso, with a glance at the low began to ask questions.
Going to cure me, doctor," he
hands alluded to.

reply.

said Tommy.
The
and curled threads yesterday,"
You must bring an excuse," said
"
furnish materials for stuffing pillows,
the teacher.
while paits supply the bed for sleepWho from ?"
" Your
ing, the chopsticks for eating, the
father ? "
""He ain't
pipe for smoking, the broom for
no good at making
sweeping, the mattress to lie upon,
the chair to sit upon, the table to eat excuses, ma catches him every time."
on, the food to eat, and the fuel to
cook it with. In fact, its uses are
Has the cookery book any pic
"
almost without number.
tures ? " asked the young lady of the
bookseller.
THE WEALTH OF ALASKA.
Not one," replied the dealer in
"
books.
Senator Stockbridge of Michigan,
exclaimed the witty miss,
" Why,"
thus discusses Alaska's wealth : The what
is the use of telling us how to
"
country is rich in minerals of various make
dinners if you give us no
kinds, and a great deal of money will
plates?"

the World's Fair is a model of the
Nicaragua Canal, measuring 35 feet
by 5 feet, which shows all the oceans,
mountains, jungles, lakes, rivers and
harbors which make up the proposed
methrd of communication between
the Atlantic and Pacific. In order be taken out of it during the next ten
to enhance tbe realistic nature of years by capitalists who are plucky
the profile, real water is used to enough to invest while the tide is
cover the ocean and lakes, and this running. The timber possibilities are
also very promising. There is an
fills the canal and river.
abundance of spruce and cedar, both
In British Guiana there grows a varieties attaining enormous size and
tree which is one of the myrtle family important lumber value. In the matand closely related to the Brazil nut ter of timber, Alaska does not differ
mateiiallv from Washington Territree
It attains a height of from tory. The salmon fisheries are
also
80 to 100 feet and has no branches very noticeable commercial factors,
on its straight stem, the diameter of and operated, as they usually are, in
which may be as much as 2 feet. conjunction with canning factories,
The tree is called the cannon ball they must naturally yield large profits
to investors. American capital can,
tree because its fruit is a large brown
I think, be safely invested in Alaska
globe as big as and not unlike a 32- with reasonablecertainty of profitable
-pound shot. The shell is often used returns.
as a drinking dish, and its contents
FOR CATALOGUE.
are eatable.
Mount Kineo which rises precipitously 700 feet out of Moosehead

" Pray do not mention such a
trifle," was the not very flattering

THERE'S DISCOMFORT,
and griping, with
the usual pills.
Take
Dr. Pierces Pleasant
Pellets, and there's nothing of the kind. You
regulate the dose according to your needs?one
little Pellet for a gentle
laxative or corrective,
three for a cathartic?
but it's all perfectly easy
and natural. And the
help that comes in this
way, lasts.
granules are the
sugar-coated
tiny,
These
smallest in size and the easiest to take. They
absolutely and permanently cure Constipation, Indigestion, Sick Headache, Bilious
Headache, Dizziness, Bilious Attacks, and
all derangements of the liver, stomach and
bowels.

?

"
"

"

DESK: CO. answered the father briefly.

inquired.
" Yes, yes, my little man," said the
doctor who was preparing a dose,
" I'm going to fix you."
What was the doctor's surprise to
see a small white-robed figure dart
from the bed and make a bee line for
the door through which he disappeared. The astonished medical
man followed him and found him
sobbing in his mother's arms. To
her he was relating his fears that the
doctor intended to "fix " him in the
sense that his father had defined the
word to him a few weeks before.
A WITTY ANSWER.

Those whose mission in life is to
entertain the public are always

pestered by friends and acquaintances
for free seats at their entertainments.
There probably never was a singer
or an actor or a pianist who was not
bored nearly to death by thesepeople,
many of whom had not the slightest
claim to ask the courtesy they
demanded.
A pianist who was pre-eminently
successful in his day, and that was
not far back either, was Rubinstein,
who traveled nearly the whole world
over, delighting people with his
genius. He, like all others, was very
much annoyed by requests for complimentary tickets, but most of the
time he maintained his composure
even though justly irritated. It is

told of him that just before one of
his recitals in London he was accosted
by an old lady in the entrance hall,
and thus addressed :
"Oh, Mr. Rubinstein, I am so
glad to see you ! I have tried in vain
to purchase a ticket. Have you a
seat you could let me have ?"
Madam," said the great pianist,
"there is but one seat at my disposal, and that you are welcome to,
if you think fit to take it."
Oh, yes; a thousand thanks !
Where is it ? " was the excited reply.
"At the piano," smilingly replied
?

"

"

Rubinstein.
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Dunphy, $100 ; Rev. John O'Brien,
$25 ; Mr. William H. Whitman, $10 ;
Rev. Friend, Messrs. John Shea,
Rev. Dr. R. Marner, P. P., Kil- D. A. Cronin, J. W. Fogarty, Francis
keel, County Down, Ireland, is at Hastings, John Kinney, and Miss
present in New York on a trip around Mary Flyr n, $5 each ; Miss Rose
Brennan, $1. Donations of money,
the world.
?
clothing, stores, or any articles useful
The Sisters of Providence, whose to the children or in the Home are
special work is the caring for the sick respectfully solicited.
and aged, have opened their new
A dastardly attack was made
hospital at Worcester, Mass.

NCaethwolsicN
nd otes.

upon the Catholic Sisters' residence
in Huntington, lad., last month.
In consequence of the cholera the
Stones were hurled against the doors,
eleventh General Congress of Italian which
were
but fortunately
Catholics, which was to be held in none of the broken,
sisters were hurt. Six
Naples next month, has been post- brave men were engaged in the
poned until February next year.
attack, but it is not known who they
\u25a0
were.
A despatch from Lourdes, received in Paris says that an English FREE HOME FOR CONSUMPTIVES.
Protestant doctor, who has been
The first meeting for the season
examining the cures effected at Lources, has been received into the of the Young Ladies' Catholic Association, hela at St. Rose Hall last
Church.
Sunday, found the devoted young
Cardinal Kopp, Archbishop of ladies of the various districts all
Breslau, has forwarded a circular to ready to begin another year of labor
the priests of his diocese inviting for the Consumptives' Home and
them to make their wills whilst tbey other objects of their deep interest.
are in good health in order to avoid The house report of tne Home
the embarrassments which might showed a large amount of good
accomplished among the most unforarise in case they died intestate.
tunate and helpless class, the hopeless consumptives. The reports of
Mr. Joseph Fleckenstein of the hospital work and of tne help
Fairibault, Minn., has a curious old given to individuals at their homes
German Catholic Bible that he
were also very interesting and showed
intends sending to the World's Fair much goodbeing
done. The case of
It is large
it weighs fourteen
a little boy, incurably sick, covered
pounds?and was published shortly with hideous sores and living in a
after the so-called Reformation.
dark cellar, was especially interesting
\u25a0
and touching.
The Home is always full, with a
Three good-for-nothing rascals in
Phillipeville, Belgium, slandered the waiting list of patients praying for
priest of the parish, and were con- admission. Tne need of more room
demned in court. They appealed, is very great, and plans are being
but the upper court sentenced them made for an additional building, it
to fine and imprisonment. The vil- is hoped that the Association will
lage made a holiday when the sen- soon be able to cancel its present
tence was known.
mortgage, and erect a new building,
so greatly needed. Hereafter an
A man who had been discharged annual Association Mass will be celfrom the service of Cardinal Vasziry, ebrated in the cathedral. An Assoprimate of Hungary, petitioned to be ciation badge or pin will be selected
taken back. The Cardinal said that and worn by members. Dec. 6, in
he must consult some of the people the New Armory, East Newton street,
of the house before deciding, when a bazar and sale will be held, for ten
the man, Csolics, attacked him with a days, closing Dec. 16. By the kindknife. Father Kohl interfered and was ness of Gov. Russell, Adj't-General
stabbed five times. In court the Dalton and other officers, the use of
man said that he was guilty, and the armory is given tree.
The Association and the officers
expressed the deepest repentance.
He added that Cardinal Vaszary had of the Home wish to return thanks
forgiven him and had heaped coals of to the kind benefactors who have
fire on his head by supporting his given money in various sums, clothm

?

family while he was in prison.

to receive Holy Communion without
first going to confession. Returning
from the sacred table he placed tbe
consecrated Host in his pocketbook.
When he arrived at the barracks he
joined his comrades, who were just
eating, saying to them, jokingly,
" You eat what you have, and I'll
eat what I have." Scarcely had he
uttered tbe words when, seized with
a fearful pain, be fell to the ground

Did any of our readers ever see a
cabinet sideboard? If not, do not
miss the opportunity which offers this
week to secure one of these fascinating sideboards at Paine's, 48 Canal
street. They are as much ahead of
an ordinary sideboard as the latter is
as though struck by lightning, and superior to a small buffet. The
became black as coal.
arrangement of chests, closets, com?
partments, partition drawers, etc.
During the week 17 children
9 etc., is most complete.
?
boys and 8 girls were received into
The French colony at Cairo has
the Home for Destitute Catholic
Children ; 13 boys and 6 girls were had a serious loss by the death of the
placed in families; 13 boys and 8 superioress of the Community of St.
girls were restored to their relatives. Vincent dc Paul in her seventyRemaining in the Home Oct. 5, 191 second year. This estimable lady
children 90 boys and 101 girls. was forty-nine years in Egypt, was
The following subscriptions and decorated with the ribbon of the
donations have been received for the Legion of Honor, and was admired
W. by Moslems as by Christians.
week erding Oct. 5 : Mr.
?

?

SCHOOL, CONVENT, AND COLLEGE.

The McDonald school in St.
Anne's parish, Manchester, N. H.,
one of the finest school buildings in
the State, was opened recently with
about 400 pupils in attendance. The
school
is in change of the Sisters of
Boston College, Oct. 7, 1893.
Mercy.
My dear Father OBi ien :
There is probably not a convent
I thank you for kindly noticing in The
school in the country in which there
Sacked Heart Review the class of ethics
are not some Protestant pupils, sent
just organized. The Catholic Union hag
there by their parents because they
assumed the patronage of the enterprise, are sure to
be carefully guarded and
and the class will be held on Tuesday even- shieldedfrom the temptations and the
ing of each week at the rooms of the Union, vicious knowledge which abound in
17 Worcester street.
the ordinary boarding school.
Gentlemen and ladies who would find
The Catholics of Passadena, Cal.,
?

interest in the study of the subjects which have completed arrangements for the
the class will take up are cordially invited establishment of a convent and college. The site of the college, which
to attend.
No expense attaches to membership in is to be under the charge of the
Redemptorist fathers, will be at Altthe class.
adena,
a little north of Passadena.
Christ,
Faithfully and gratefully yours in

The cost of the college building will
be $75,000.
It is not necessary to say that
One of the best of the school and
Father Doonan's lectures will be college journals and magazines for
new season which are beginning
learned, clear and highly interesting. the
to come to our desk, is the Owl, of
James A. Doonan, S. J.

ST. MARY'S INFANT ASYLUM.
On Sunday evening, Oct. 22, a
lecture will be delivered in Boston
Theatre by Archbishop Gross of
Portland, Oregon, formely rector of
the Mission Church, Roxbury, in aid
of St. Mary's Infant Asylum. A
meeting for the same object will be
held in the basementof the Cathedral
to-morrow, Sunday, afternoon Oct.
15, at 3.30 o'clock. All are urgently
requested to attend and do what they
can for this noble and touching

charity.
There are lots of Orangemen in
New South Wales, and last July 12,
in Sydney, they made a great deal of
noise and finally knocked down a Mr.
Green because he refused to cry "to
h?l with the Pope." They were
promptly arrested and the guilty ones
sentenced to six months' hard labor.
The same sentence was given a man
named Bradley for assaulting Mr.
Powell in the same way.

flowers, fruit, furniture, reading
A grand festival in aid of the Carmatter, provisions, household stores, ney Hospital will be held in the East
linen, etc. ; including carriages foi Armory, East Newton street, Boston,
the use of the Home. These latter
will be of great use and benefit to the on Wednesday and Thursday evenpatients whenever there shall be ings, Nov. 8 and 9. The free use of
a horse or horses to draw them.
the building has been granted by
CABINET SIDEBOARDS.

?

CATHOLIC EDUCATION.

We have received the following
letter from Father Doonan, about
his class in Christian ethics, which
we print for the information of our
readers.

ing,

The following incident is related
as having occurred during Holy
Week in a town of Dalmatia, in
Southern Europe. A soldier went

?

FATHER DOONAN AND HIS CLASS
IN ETHICS.

Colonel Fred B. Bogan, with the
assent of General Peach and Gov-

the University of Ottawa A single
article such as that by Father M. F.
Fallon, on " Rome Brought Home to
Canada," is enough to give distinction to any magazine.
The Journal of Education, speaking of the injury done to school
children by bending over their desks
and sitting in distorted attitudes in
school, praises highly the Chandler
Adjustable chairs and desks, as being sensible and truly hygienic. This
adjustable school furniture is being
generally adopted in parish and
public schools in New England.
There are 1,550 pupils attending
the Catholic schools in Pawtucket
against 2,900 in the public schools,
and a writer to the Providence Visitor
sajs that were tbe Catholic schools
to close their doors Pawtucket's
school tax, instead of being about
$93 000 as it now is, would rise to
$143,000, in round numbers, an
annual increase of $50,000. That
would be a serious addition to the
city's budget, and the figures should
make non-Catholics cease their condemnation of the parochial school.
In a certain town in Massachusetts iv which there is a fine parochial school, there was some time
ago talk of raising the national flag
upon all school buildings. The pastor quietly went to work, and one
day tbe astonished citizens beheld a
tall flagstaff surmounting the parish
school building, from which proudly
floated a magnificent flag? the parish
school being thus the first
school to show the stars and
stripes. For some reason the
interest in the matter died away
at once, and the parish school is still
the only one in the town from which
our country's flag is given to the
breeze.

ernor Russell. Financial aid is necessary if the hospital is to be maintained in its present condition. It is
proposed to increase the facilities in
the near future, so that the needy
poor of the city, irrespective of race,
MWIERCIAIj
creed or nationality, can obtain relief.
Each parish in the city will be represented at the festival by tables for the
LAWRENCK, MAHB.,
sale of useful and ornamental articles
price
The
of
every
description.
of
IMPARTS IORE PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
than cm be obtained at any other
tickets has been placed at 50 cents la a ghrca time,school
in this country.
each.
APPLICATION TO

GANNON'S
OLLEGE,

»

OIBOUtAM «ENT UPON

«

CIJ.BK CiXflOR, Pvlß.

When in need of pipes, tobacco,
ANGELS, For Young
toys, candies, newspapers, periodicals INSTITUTE OF HOLY
ladies and little girls, Fort Lee, N. J., on the
and stationery, call on John F.
beautiful Palisades of the Hudson. Thorough
Baker. 429 Cambridge street, East
mental, moral and physical training Healthful
and delightful climate. Fine modern building;
Cambridge. He keeps on hand a
large grounds. By the celebrated teaching order,
well assorted stock, and sells at the
the School Sisters of Notre Dame. For terms aod
lowest possible living prices.
particulars address the Supbkiok, Fort Lee, N. I.

